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Outsiders Provoke Brawl
By Joyce Donohue

A fight broke out at the Kean
College Pub during a Latino dance
which was held on November 28
at 12 A.M. The fight was between
a Kean College student, Jose Martinez, 19, of Jersey City, and Juan
Rigas, 20, of Linden. Rigas arrived
at the dance around 11 P.M. with
several friends, none of whom are
Kean students.
The fight began just before
midnight, during a dance competition. The dance was held by the
Pub. While Martinez was dancing, someone grabbed him. Martinez said, "I took him off me, and
said, 'What are you doing?' and
pushed him away." According to
Martinez, someone then jumped
out of the crowd and hit him.
Other people began fighting on
the dance floor. According to several eye-witnesses, the crowd
swayed from one side of the room
to the other with the fight. Vanessa
Ortiz, 21, of Sellersville, PA, who
had been dancing with several
friends, attempted to move away
from the fight when she was hit

Police
Response
To
Brawl
On Novermer 29, 1990 at 12:11
AM. the Campus Police responded
to a disturbance call at the College
Pub. When the police responded,
they observed a group of approximately ten (10) individuals outside
the Pub who. had been ejected for
an earlier altercation inside the
Pub by the Pub manager. At the
same time, another thirty (30)
individuals exited the Pub identifying the group of ten (l0)asbeing
the individuals involved in the
altercation. Several altercations
broke out between individual
members of the two groups resu !ting in officers atthe scene requesting additional Campus Police officers responding as well as police
from Union Township. One of the
responding Campus Police vehicles
with emergency lights and siren
activated while coming to a stop,
was struck by one of the individual's being chased by the other
group. The individual ran into the
police vehicle resulting in the

with a chair.
Rigas and some others were

removed from the Pub. According
ta several sources, the dance ~
peared to quiet down; however,
Rigas proceeded to throw a garbage can through the Pub window.
The Campus Police received
the call for assistance at 12: 11
A.M. When the Campus Police
arrived, the crowd disbursed and
the fight continued outside of the
Pub. The Campus Police found it
necessary to calm down the crowd
by swinging their night-sticks,
according to sources. Greg Sears,
who had been bartending, claimed
that "everyone who got hit (with
police night-sticks) deserved it."
After throwing the garbage can,
Rigas proceeded to run from several students (including Martinez)
when he was hit by a Campus
Police car driven by Sgt. Kevin
Sharky. The car had been called in
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Juan Rigas receives medical attention after fighting broke out at the pub on Wednesday Nov. 28.
l'f-. by, llob H.utdilld

as back-up for the incident. Rigas
landed on the hood of the car.
Both Ortiz and Rigas were
removed from the scene via Squires
ambulance. Ortiz was taken to
Union Hospital. According to Susan
Alcorn, Director of Public Relations, Ortiz arrived at 1 :12 A.M.
and was treated for contusions of
the left hand and a strained lumbar. She was released that same
night.
Rigas was taken to St. Elizabeth
Hospital. He was treated for a
dislocated shoulder, abrasions, an
injury to the head and muscle

contusions. He arrived at the hospital at 1 :38 A.M. an d was released at 4:30 A.M., according to
Lena Colicchia, who works in the
Public Relations Department.
Greg Malave, coordinator of
the dance, was also hit by the
police car, but was not hurt. Sears
saw Rigas get hit by the car. Rigas
started to run away after breaking
the window, when the second
Campus Police car arrived. The
grass was wet and when the officer
hit the brakes, the car skidded into
Rigas. Sears stated that Rigas "more
or less ran into the police car."

According to Gino Capra, the
Pub manager, 105 to 110 people

attended the dance over the course
of the night. Capra rated the level
of drinking as very low. The majority of the people were either
surrounding the dance floor or
dancing.
Several witnesses claim that the
fight began due to the actions of
the non-students. Malave claimed
that the incident had "nothing to
do with anyone on campus." While
Martinez claimed that the cause of
the incident "... wasn't the frat; it
was everyone who was there."

Budget Crisis Will Affect Kean
17 percent, or $4.5 million lost for
By Janine L. Mcgoldrick
Over the past several months Kean. What does this mean to the
the state of New Jersey has been in Kean student?
One of the prime targets to .
a panic over Governor Floria's
proposed budget plan. This p!an ..:ompensate for the budget cuts at
calls for significant cuts in fund mg Kean will be tuition. For the past 3
across the state, but to state col- years, the state has cut funding to
lege students, i_ncluding_Kean, t~e Higher Education by a total of 24
main concern 1s the radical cut m percent. This year (September '90)
funding toward Higher Education. Kean students experienced an
This cut could reduce state fund- approximate nine percent increase
ing to Kean College by as much as in tuition. Compared to the rest of
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vidual was treated at the scene by
the Squires First Aid Squad and
transported to Elizabeth General
Hospital. He was identified as Juan
Rigas, not a student at Kean College.
A second individual was treated
by the Squires First Aid Squad and
transported to Union Hospital.
·According to witnesses, the female fell or fainted inside the Pub.
She was identified as Vanessa Ortiz,
9 Kean College student. Police are
investigating the circumstances
surrounding the distrubance.
However, the preliminary investigation resulted in Juan Rigos
being charged with Criminal Mischief and Disorderly Conduct after witnesses identified him as the
person who threw a large garbage
(Continued on Page 3)

College Mourns
Meg Pratt
By Lamont Rouse

On November 13, Meg Pratt
· the state colleges, this increase is time teachers for more class sections has always been a problem at died. Meg Pratt was in charge of
relatively small, due to the masKean and will be felt more greatly counseling students. She was essive cuts across the board in cambecause
of the freeze. In addition pecially helpful in organizing stupus services and the great use of
our own reserve bank. Because of the salary program will not be dents in their GE courses. Meg
depleting monies in the reserves funded next year, which means a Pratt worked for Kean College since
and lack of campus services that total loss of $840,000. This pro- 1981. She was wel I-remembered
can be cut, next year an increase gram was used to give. state col- by faculty and students.
Dan O'Day, G.E. Director,
leges money for yearly increases
of tuition will be anywhere befondly rememberd Meg Pratt. "She
tween 8-17 percent Kean has drawn
in salaries for state employees,
money from all other possible which include faculty and admini- was a wonderful person. She was
sources over the years to try to stration. The Board ofTrustees stated very dedicated and counseled the
prevent such a drastic rise in tui- that they do not know how they students well."
Robert Cirasa, Director of Bation but that is not possible now.
are going to make up for this loss.
At a recent meeting of KCFT One solution is to increase the sic Skills Testing at Kean, worked
(Kean College Federation ofTeach- tuition to compensate for the missed closely with Meg Pratt. He said
"She was a highly empathetic indiers) this budget crisis was discussed.
program.
vidual." Mr. Cirasa said that Meg
It was stated thattu it ion wi 11 not be
The state has asked the state
the only area that will feel the colleges to cut their enrollment Pratt personified Kean faculty at its
effects of the government's budget and increase tuition as a plan to best, "and helped thousands of
plan. Florio has mandated an help the budget crisis. Th is would frantic students and family memimmediate freeze on all jobs at all directly effect the mission of Kean, bers."
Meg Pratt's memorial was held
levels of government agencies. No which is open and equal access to
new teachers or ad min istraters can higher education and provide on November 16th.
Meg Pratt is survived by her
be hired if there is vacancy in the qua Iity education at a low price to
position due to firings, or resigna- the students of all backgrounds husband John Pratt and three children. She had two boys and a girl.
tion. The lack of available full(Continued on Page 3)
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Campus Calendar

The Freshman Center

'What's Going On ...
Friday, December 7, 1990

8pm- 2am

Pan Hellenic/Alpha Phi
Alpha Party
Lambda Theta Alpha

6 - 11 pm

C.C. Cafe
Alumni Lounge

Saturday, December 8, 1990

Nothing Scheduled
Sunday, December 9, 1990

6 - Bpm
4- 6pm

Mass-Cath. Stud. Org.
Mu Sigma Upsilon

Alumni Lounge
Rm.A

, Monday, December 1 0, 1990

12 - 8pm

Yearbook Photos
Rho Theta Tau
Kappa De lta Tau
Campus Advance

7 - 11 pm
9 - 11 pm

8 - 9:30pm

Grill Room
Alumni Lounge
Rm. A
D.R. 3

Tuesday, December 11, 1990
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

6 - 9pm
7:30 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:10pm
7:40 - 10:10pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
·1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05 pm

1 :40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1 :40 - 3:05pm
1:40 - 3 :05pm

1 :40 - 3:05pm

Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Theta Chi
Pan-He lle nic Council
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Phi
Ze ta De lta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Beta Tau
Ch ess Club
B.S .U.
G.C.C.
H.A.S.
Me morab ili a
Day Care Center
I.V.C. F.
I.S.A.
A.CM.
E.E.O.

Zionist Assoc.

c.c.c.

D.E.C.A.
Pre-Law Club
Gay People at Kean
Pakistani Club
Filipino Culture Club

D.R. 2
D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Rm. A
Rm. B
V.E.-113
T-211
V.E.-310
T-207
Grill Room
J-138
J-140
J-137
CSS-108
J-132
J-203
T-212
J-134, 135, 136,
139,142,143,
145, 304, T-208,
216
J-301
J-204A
J-131
J-133
Y.E.-113
J-336
8-109

Focus On Freshmen
''This Land is Your Land. This
Land is My Land ... " Uncle Chuck
is Iisten ing to your Woody Guthrie
records, the ones he borrowed from
you a couple weeks ago, the ones
you haven't seen since.
"I see you're listening to my
folk records. The great thing about
folk music is that you can learn a
lot about how people used to live
listening to the words; you can
hear the concerns."
"Well, you know," says Uncle
Chuck. "I listen because one day I
hope to be a folk singer. I want to •
get out in the world and share my
experiences with people."
'Why that's great, Uncle Chuck.
Maybe you could learn some folk
songs for the holidays," you figure
it's a good way to keep him out of
trouble for the holidays.
''That's right! Santa Claus is
coming in a few weeks!" Uncle
Chuck rubs his hands togethe r in
anticipation .
"Now Uncle Chuck, you know
Christmas isn 't just about Santa
Claus. There's a deeper' tradition
behind Christmas. Besides, Christmas isn't the only hol iday. Many
other cultures celebrate at th is time
of year."
Uncle Chuck looks confused.
"Wait a minute. Santa Claus is
coming to town, right? Santa Claus
comes for everybody, unless you've
been such a bad guy and then you
get coal in you r stocking. What do
you mean other cultures ce lebrate
the holiday d ifferently? Are they
communists?"
"I don't think it's fair ~o equate
another culture's with communism.
One of our goals at Kean College is

to make students aware of each
other's trad itions and values, and
in doing this help them learn to
live in a multicultural community.
For example, on December 13th
in Downs Hall, the Kwanzaa Celebration is taking place.•
''The Kwanzaa Celebration?" asks
Uncle Chuck.
"Yes, the Kwanzaa Celebration.
It's an African-American Holiday
that celebrates family, community
and culture during the Christmas
Season."
"No Santa Claus?" For Uncle
Chuck old habits die hard.
"No, Uncle Chuck. You know
our Jewish friends don't celebrate
with Santa Claus either. They celebrate Chanukah starting at sundcmn on December 11th and runing
through December 18th at nightfall."
"And there's no Santa Claus.
He doesn't stop by and drop off
Nintendos and Tonka Trucks?"
"No, Uncle Chuck. Gifts are
given but it's not the sort of gift
giving you see on television . You
know even Ch ri stmas has a more
spiritual origin."
"You ~eep bugging me about
that."
"Well, Uncle Chuck, Christmas
is about giving and sharing, getting together with friends and being
thankful for what you have; it isn't
all getting. Why don't yrn.i try learning some christmas songs. Since
you 're inte rested in fo lk music,
I'm sure there's p lenty to learn
from those basic songs."
"You mean, like "Santa Claus is
Coming to Town," right?"
"Uncle Chuck! Forget about
Santa paus. Focus in on the origi-

Wednesday, December 12, 1990

3 - 5pm
5 - lOpm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

7:40
7:40
7:40
3:05
3:05

- 10:1 0pm
- 10:1 0pm
- 10:1 0pm
- 4:20pm
- 4:20pm

3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm

H.O. P.E.
LS.A.
Si gma Beta Ch i
Rho Sigma Ch i
Chess Club
Lambda Theta Alpha
Alpha Theta Pi
I.V.C.F.
E.E.O.

Grill Room
D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Rm.A
T-207
J-203
J-143
J-132
J-137, 138, 203,
T-216
Pre-Law Club
J-133
K.C. for Life
J-139
Ke·a n College Gospel Choir
V.E.-113
Lambda Tau Omega
J-304

7-llpm
7- 9pm
7 - 11 pm

Kwanzaa Lecture:
Dr. Molefi Asante
. Lambda Theta Phi
Kappa Delta Pi
Zeta Phi Beta

Tip of the Week: Attend the
Commuter Club Meeting on December 11th at 1 :40 pm in the
Freshman Center. Happy Chanukah!
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opportunities in Sales and Sales
Management for success-minded College
Graduates.

Thursday, December 13, 1990

8pm

nal meaning. And if you don't want
to do that, pick something w ith a
message.An importantelementof
the folk song is the message! What
do you want to tell people during
the holiday season?"
Uncle Chuck's eyes light up. "I
want to tell people to be extra nice
to Uncle Chuck this year, and to
stop giving me coal in my stocking.•
You can't seem to get through
to Uncle Chuck that the hol iday
season isa time forgiving. Chuck's
caught up in his own world. He
wants to be a folk singer, just like
he wanted to be a writer and a poet
years before. And just as those
careers fell apart, so will his ambilions to be a folk singer, you' re
sure. He doesn'twantto learn new
tricks. But young people who are
getting ready to make a difference
must learn new ways of commun ieating, and must be ready to give
themselves to their beliefs. There's
no room on Uncle Chuck's loveseat
Young people must learn to accept
others and appreciate the richness
that a diverse cultural environment offers.
"So Uncle Chuck, you th ink for
1 Christmas you could give me back
my Woody Guthrie records?" you
figure it's worth a try.
As if he were a robot, Uncle
Chuck looks up emotionless, "Fat
Chance of that happening."
Uncle Chuck remain s unchanged.

Wilkins Theatre
D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Rm. B

Library Schedule
Fal I Semester, 1990
September 6 - December 21
Mondays Thru Thursdays ................ 8:00 AM - 11 :00 PM
Fridays .. ..... ...... ... ....................... .. .. ... 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

•

Saturdays ........................................ 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Sundays .......................................... 1:00 PM -10:00 PM

For East campus Library Hours Check With The Library

Extended Library Hours
Main Campus Library Hours
December 10-13, 1990 - 8 a.m. - 12 midnight

If you're an aggressive, motivated individual and would enjoy a challenging career in Insurance & Financial Sales, we offer the chance to
work for yourself while benefiting from the strength and reputation of a
multi-billion dollar company behind you.
No sales experience necessary; we provide a comprehensive financial
management, development and training program to equip you with all
of the tools necessary to achieve maximum earning potential.
$27,500 PLUS Commission in addition to Excellent Benefits.
Take advantage of our career opportunities. Please send confidential
resume to: Mr. Leslie Birenbaum, THE PRUDENTIAL, 1445 Valley
Road, Wayne, NJ 07470. For more information or to schedule an interview, please call:

(201) 694-4200

ThePrudential ~
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer ;\I/F/11/V
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Policy Proposed To Battle Ethnic Intimidation
By Jennifer Bernardo

In early November, an Ethnic
Intimidation Policy was proposed
to President Elsa Gomez, by Morgan Laury, Director of Affirmative
Action, in conjunction with the
Student Affairs Office. This policy
would allow a student to take action against any individual alleged
to have committed an act of ethnic
intimidation.
Prompted by a series of StarLedger articles on the rise of campus racism, the policy will broaden
Kean College's policy on racism.
, Pat lppoli~o, Vice-President of
Student Affairs, says that Kean
College, "is proud of the diversity
on campus that we've worked hard
to achieve, and hopes will continue in a peaceful environment."
The new policy will allow for
action against a student if that
student was found to direct a racial comment at another student.
The sanction looked at by Ippolito
and Laury is a human relations
program. This program would use
"extracurricular activities to change
attitudes and beliefs" according to
Ippolito. Although Kean College
already has a policy in effect concerning racism and harassment,
several groups view it as weak.
If racism does occur on campus
at this point, "there is nothing to
prevent someone from doing it
again," according to Ippolito. He
also says that the human relations
program would help students to
"embody the charactertistics of
human relations and understanding on an individual-to-individual

basis."
The proposal is not without its
problems. With the possibility of
action taken against an accused
student, there is also the possibility of false accusations. Ippolito
says that he is still working out a
plan to correct this. He maintains
that both students would have
opportunity to voice their side of
the story.
Another question is the legality
of the policy. In an example cited
by Ippolito, the University of Michigan's was struck down in court,
because it was too broad, and did

not allow for free speech in the
classrooms context. The policy at
Kean College would allow students to make derogatory statements in a classroom situation.
Sherry Campbell, Treasurer of
the Black Student Union, feels that
the policy is a good idea when
violence exists. Campbell, an
English major, maintains that "free
speech shou Id be allowed whether
it be positive or negative. Whether
you agree with the comment or
not it's all part of free speech."

As Campbell pointed out, all
the ethnic clubs are already opened
to students of all races. She does
not think the policy will work,
because it lacks the necessary;
elements for change.
The proposal is stil I in the planning stage. Ippolito says that students will be actively involved in
making this proposal a policy. when
asked about the policy Laury said
that "the institution should be prepared to address issues...and would
like to have it in place by Fall, '91.

Food For Thought
By Janette Peressini

The holiday season is a time of
generosity and gift-giving. It is a
time to spend with loved ones. But
not everyone is fortunate enought
to be with the ones they love. We
must not forget about the U.S.
servicemen and women stationed
in Saudi Arabia who cannot be
home for the holidays. Here is the
story of how Rider Insurance
Company, Union, decided to let
them know they have not been
forgotten.
Rider Insurance Company
learned that one of their customers
was stationed in Saudi Arabia. The
customer wrote them a letter explaining he would have-to cancel
his motorcycle insurance policy
because of his call to duty.
The employees decided to sacrifice their holiday grab bag, and
send a care package overseas.
Instead of exchanging gifts with
one another, they all brought in
various tiems to donate to the servicemen and women.
When the package was complete it contained an assortment of

canned foods, snacks, candy,
magazines, stationary, playing
cards, and pens-The company also
donated Rider Insurance T-shirts.
Charles Bleiwise Vice-president
of Rider Insurance Company, expressed, 'We just don't want our
brave men and women in the Middle
East to feel forgotten, especially
around the holidays. We want them
to know that we are thinking of
them."
If anyone would like to send a
package, letter or postcard to any
U.S. service member, you can do
so by sending it to: Star Ledger,
WCBS News 88 Mail Call, Any
U.S. Service Member Operation
Desert Shield, P.O. Box 1990,
Newark, N.J. 07105-0001.
More than 300,000 pieces of
mail have already been sent through
this service. Anyone wishing to
send a holiday package or card
should do so as soon as possible
because of the tremendous volume of mail. It takes a minimum of
two weeks for a letter and three
weeks for a package to reach a
service member.
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Faculty Spotlight:
Robert
~
Fyne
By Steve Marlowe

Assistant Professor of English
Robert Fyne was an invited guest
speaker here last week at the spectacular opening ceremonies for the
Memorial Museum for Peace and
the Research Center of Caen University.
The four-day international
convention entitled, "Euror-,., 1940"
was held Nov. 29 through Dec. 2
in the northern region of Normandy
and was organized by J:he museum
and three French Military Departments to bring together European
historians specializing in World
War II and compare lectures.
Fyne was one of only two
American historians asked to lecture at the ceremonies, where nearly
30 historians from 16 countries
gathered and presented lectures
on topics surrounding WWII.
"Since World War II and propaganda is one of my distinctive areas
of study I could not pass up this
opportunity to meet with my Eastern European colleagues and exchange the valuable information
and ideas we have gathered," Fyne
said before departing.
Fyne presented his paper entitled, "Hollywood and Europe: The
films of 1940" which included an
interesting summation of literature
and cinema from the era and Hollywood's interpretation of life during
the war period.
In his paper, Fyne points out
that in "1939, almost none of the
films coming out of Hollywood
touched upon the historical events
now altering the map of Europe ...
(but) after the blitzkreig of May

Prof. Robert Fyne

1940 most of the European markets were closed to U.S. film imports. Hollywood began a subtle
shift to soft propaganda."
Using such examples offilm as:
Confessions of a Nazi Spy, The
Great Dictator, and Comrade X,

Fyne describes the U.S. film industry of the 1940's as "just beginning
to get its feet wet when it came to
depicting an accurate portrayal of
the events of 1940."
Fyne, a professor at Kean College since 1967, has had nurnerous articles on film and propaganda published in such journals
as: The Journal of Popular Film
and Television, The Quarterly Review of Film Studies, and Christian Century.

Summaries of each lecture
presented at the museum's open!ng cere_~onie~ will be published
m co-ed1t1on with Economica Press
and the Memorial, in both English
and French.

Budget
Crisis
(Cont. from pg. 1)

who qualify. Kean is only-second
to Stockton for the lowest tuition
and in addition, Kean College is
now the largest state college in
New Jersey. Each year the college
plans their budget around student
enrollment. If, because of the rise
in tuition, Kean receives less than
the projected enrollment it will
hurt the college even more. In
effect, the college will have less
money because of less students.
Due to the decrease in state
funding other state colleges are
making more drastic cuts.Trenton
State college is eliminating two
hundred positions next year and
Rutgers will withhold all salary
increases as well.
The cuts that are being discussed are intended to be permanent, so an increase in tuition is
evident. The only question that
really can not be answered is how
much the student will have to pay
out of their own pocketto make up
for the cuts. The cost can be between, but absolutely NOT limited to, $10.00 to $20.00 more per
credit, per semester, which translates to a minimum increase of
$300.00 more in tuition a year.

Police
Response
(Cont. from pg. 1)
can through the Pub window resulting in $340.00 worth of damage. Additional individuals may
be charged as the investigation
continues and more witnesses corr:e
forth.
The matter concerning Mr. Rigas
has been forwarded to Union
Municipal Court for trial. If ~ound
guilty, Mr. Rigas faces a fine of
$1,000 and a sentence not to exceed six (6) months in jail per
charge.
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Commentary

Keen On. Ke an,

/JY Manny Cantor
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The New Stage In The Gulf Crisis
The resistance to an offensive
war against Iraq - in Congress,

amongst our own military leaders,
from most of our international
"allies", and especially from U.S.
citizenry - has pushed President
Bush to change his position on
negotiations in the Gulf crisis. Since
his re-election in 1992 is a prime
factor in Bush's thinking, contin• ued mounting pressure from
American voters is key to avoiding

the dread consequences of a shooting war.
James Reston, former executive editor of the N.Y. Times, has a
simple, apt description of the U.N.
Security Council's action in an OpEd piece entitled "It's Still Wiser to
Jaw Than to War." He writes: ''This
resolution doesn't prove the U.N.'s
determination to fight, but merely
authorizes the U.S. to do most of
the fighting. It's sort of a Good
Housekeeping seal of approval for
war, a reassurance to President
Bush that if he insists on fighting,
they'll hold his coat" And, in another
pithy sentence: "Even many of his
most loyal political supporters don't
want to turn down the house to get
rid of Hussein, or risk thousands of

U.S. lives to save Bush's face."
The 12-2 vote was the fruit of a
frenzy of diplomatic arm-twisting,
including promises, threats and
bribes. The Soviet vote was crucial, so we had to promise to make
that surprise bid to negotiate, to
allow more time, and to nudge
Saudi Arabia to give $1 billion in
aid to the hard-up Soviets. To induce the chineseto change from a
veto to an abstention, we would
end their 18-month isolation and
receive their foreign minister at
the White House, thus providing
the cover they need for their impending persecution of the imprisoned democratic dissident leaders.
Baker's global search for support netted only the leaders (my
note: not the populations) of Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. At the
United Nations, David Wood of
Newhouse News Service reports
(Star-Ledger, 11/30) a senior Arab
diplomat who reluctantly supported
the resolution, saying the next day:
''There is a very strong feeling that
the use of force will be counterproductive.• Many diplomats told
Wood war would unleash a tor-

What We See
Nothing else can compare.
By Rick Donovan
So how about a smal I sample of
Humans have long been bombarded by visual stimulants. An- what's out there. Let's channel surf.
cient cave drawings gave way to Grab the remote in your right hand
portrait paintings, followed by and you're off.
photot1,raphy,
movies

and

the
finally

wide-screen
television.

Glorious te/evision--the granddaddy
of seduction. Although often maligned as mindless drivel, television has the unique power of soliciting immediate emotional response. What we see becomes what
we are.
The late Canadian educator
Marshall McLuhan proposed that
the wide availability of television
has created a "global village," where
assorted world-wide events al I fal I
under a single umbrella of understanding. People can tune into
anything, any place. The power to
shock lessens all the time. Television packs a mean wallop, and its
video images are forever manipulating our minds.
Some "sophisticates" are fond
of boob tube bashing, claiming
"Oh I don't even own a T.V." Well
these folks are missing out A twentysix inch screen chock-full ofthirtysix cable-ready stations offers a
whirlwind assault of the senses.

Click ... A dimly lit auditorium

rent of anti-American anger across
the Arab world and shatter hopes
that the Middle East problems can
be resolved through international
cooperation. There was near-universal agreement that Hussein must
withdraw his forces from Kuwait.
But even the Egyptian diplomat
warned, "Our forces will stop at
the Iraq border."
Within the space limitations,
we' II pose some key questions and
responses, however brief and inadequate.
Isn't negotiation appeasement
a la Munich? Wouldn't we be
rewarding Hussein for his aggression? No. To arrive at a compromise, like setting up a tribunal to
examine Iraq's legitimate claims,
and thus giving him a face-saving
"out", is by far a preferable alternative to war, which would only
complicate, not solve all the problems.
Should we agree to broaden the
agenda for the discussions in
Baghdad and Washington? Yes. In
his offer, Bush said Baker would
be willing ''to discuss all aspects of
the gulf crisis." Atthe U.N. on Oct.
1 Bush said thatdiplomaticoppor-

before realizing that the clock's
only ticking down. Then the speech
in L.A. Then the chaos, the screams
and the blood . Now your eyes
well with tears. Who says tragedy
can't be beau~iful?

Click ... A black and white film
overweight slob called Captain from the forties. Looks like LonCombat is strangling a sissified don. The most adorable woman in
looking character called Loosey the world is walking alone in the
Goosey. Loosey Goosey is wear- rain. You fall in love. Life must
ing a tutu around his waist. Cap- have been sweet back then. You
tain Combat easily tosses his op- wonder that the actress did after
ponent over the ring ropes, then work that day. Try and catch her
the Captain's assistant, a vamp in name in the end credits. Anyway,
spike heels, grounds her foot in today she must be a prune-faced
Loosey's face. The baseball-capped old bag, maybe even a senile recrowd hoots and hollers its ap- cluse with gobs of lipstick.
Click ... A
mealy-mouthed
proval. People pay money to see
preacher
on
the
pulpit.
Old news.
this? That's scary.
Click.. .A documentary on Bobby · Those buffoons have had their day.
Click.. .A nature program. God's
Kennedy. Ah, good to see Bobby
for a change, instead of always pristine canvas. This time we have
J.F.K. First we watch Bobby at his a snowcap. The Arctic or Antarcbrother's funeral. So sad. But no tic? Never could get that right. But
crying yet, this is Bobby's show. all is not well. Hordes of muttering
Bobby appears saintly. All the men surround a family of seals.
goodness; the adoration. Bobby Then the unthinkable happens. The
tours the ghetto and the blacks men produce huge clubs and bemob him in a frenzy of love. Can gin pummeling the young seal pups.
you believe this? 1968 and he's The mother seal barks in writhing
running for president. The guy's a fury, but for some reason the men
shoo-in! You almost forget history don't club her. Drag marks of blood
somewhere down south, and an

mander of the American forces in
the gulf, the Marine Corps commander, former Defense Secretary
James Schlesinger, former Navy
Secretary James Webb are but a
few of the many real experts who
give the lie to this chair-warmer
ex-National Guard. Admiral William). Crowe, and General David
Jones both urged the Administration to postpone military action
against Iraq and to give economic
sanctions a year or more to work.
"It's curious", said the Admiral,
"that some expect our military to
train soldiers to stand up to hostile
fire but doubt its ability to train
them to occupy ground and wait
Isn't an air war a simpler solu- patiently." The nation, and our
tion? Won't that avoid the "20,000 troops in the Gulf, will endorse
body bags"? (Ben Wattenberg, this estimate. It is the AdministraNewark Star Ledger 11/29). ''Simple" tion whose patience is much too
indeed! If we start bombing, Hussein thin!
would surely launch a land war
Will Congress now be swimand we'd be in a protracted blood- ming against the tide of internabath all by ourselves.
tional opinion if it opposes offenWould "delaying war increase sive war? This is the Administrathe risks" and is "the nation's pa- tion's claim. Absolutely false. The
tience waring thin"? That's what opposite is true. Do your bit on
Dan Quayle told students at Seton behalf of our men and women in
Hall in South Orange last week. the Gulf. Write, wire, phone your
Not so! Two former Chairmen of Congressman to make sure he votes
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the com- and works against an offensive war!

tunities would exist in the Middle
East after Iraq made an unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait.
Should we not go in now and
destroy Hussein's armament and
facilities, especially those for
making a nuclear bomb? No. The
Administration is p·ushing this
argument now. But in July, 1990,
they fought moves in Congress for
sanctions against Iraq. We and our
allies supplied Hussein with the
materials and technique. Other
countries are heading toward potential to make the bomb. Only
international control and inspection can curb proliferation.

stain the snow as the seals are
carted off camera. A sick-to-yourstomach horror of wide-eyed innocence being slaughtered.
Click ...A stage made up to look
like a living room. Two couples
sitting on a couch, sipping coffee,
while they discuss their sexual
fetishes. A man tells the show's
hostess about his attraction to fishnet stockings. On his own legs.
Hiswifegiggles. lsshereallybashful? How much are they getting
paid for this anyway? Did they
write a book? A second man makes
eyes at the first man's wife. He
starts in about the virtues of mate
swapping and his love of feathers.
The program breaks for commer-,
cial. Nothing like the tingle of
prime time voyeurism.
Click ... "Step right up. Have I
got a deal for you!" A well-dressed
man and woman flank a table of
shiny kitchen appliances. A superimposed telephone number flashes
beneath them in a delirious beat.
The two hucksters are having the
time of their life. The both wear
gooey smiles, and are still able to
speak perfect Middle America
English right through their sharklike rows of teeth. This is hard to

do. Try it sometime. In front of
them a food processor is dicing
some green and yellow concoction. Just then a light bulb must
flick on in the heads of thousands
of people from Duluth to Chattanooga. 'Why of course! A fine
working food processor is the
answer to all of life's ills. The key
to happiness! I'll never again be
ugly or lonely or poor. I've to to
have one." But hurry up and dial.
Quantities are limited. There are
only seventy-nine of these babies
left in the free world. P.T. Barmun
where are you?
Click.
Enough already. Now the brain
is left to sort out this hodgepodge
of images. File them away? Or
dismiss them? Perhaps what we
have watched is inconsequential.
Marshall McLuhan believed this
to be so. ''The medium is the message," he said. The very nature of
television's communicating power
has a greater influence on people
than the information itself. We're
slaves to the idea of television.
When we turn the set on it's not a
question of what we see, but the
factthatwecan see anything at all.

Keep Dreaming: Angola Now
By Tony 8. Wilson
In your attempt to side-step
through the minute cracks of corporate America and you dream of
the day when you have expensive
business suits, luxurious cars, and
a secluded house in the suburbs. I
beg of you, please! don't forget
about the rest of your brothers and
sisters who are being politically
and economically strangled by the
citizens who have a history of
exploiting our people. Furthermore,
as your dream continues and you
begin to slide into the rut of mainstream America with one day simply ·
blending into another; you wake
up, you take a shower, you get '
dressed, you have your morning
cup of coffee (plenty of cream),
and you read through the pages of
your morning newspaper. I advise

you not to just fumble blindly
through the pages of this paper
looking for the latest stock market
results or searching for the scores
of your favorite sport teams. But
search, diligently, through all the
pages, because maybe, just maybe,
on one of the inner pages, in the
lower left hand corner, overshadowed by a huge advertisement for
some clothing store, there might
be some pertinent news that pertains to you and your people. For
example: For the last 15 years, the
government of Angola has been
fighting a war against rebel forces
who are primarily funded by the
hideous apartheid regime of South
Africa and the uninformed taxpayers of the United States.
The Union for the total independence of Angola, (UN ITA), led

by the repulsive Jonas Savimbi, is
the rebel force which is creating
ghastly havoc for the innocent citizens of Angola.
In Savimbi's desperate attempt
to overthrow the legitimate government of Angola he has launched
a barbaric attack against the unoffensive citizens in the rural areas
of Angola. Savimbi's Unita guerrillas plant small anti-personal
mines, near wells, rivers, paths,
roads, and in cultivated fields where
unsuspecting and innocent citizens travel daily. This is part of
Savimbi's strategy to terrorize rural residences into fleeing to the
cities which are not equipped to
deal with the heavy influx of people..
In doingthisSavimbi and the South
African government, who work
hand in hand, will ~ able to take

over and control the resources of
Angola.
Unfortunately, Jonas Savimbi
strategy has been working. Due to
the anti-personnel mines, which
maim as well as kill innocent
people, Angola had an amputee
rate of over 55,000 in 1988. Furthermoresincetheseviolentmines
are placed in cultivating fields,
there is a drastic food shortage in
Angola. Tragically, today, more
than one-third of the guiltless children of Angola die before their
fifth birthday. Thus, leaving the
Angola population with the highest infant mortality rate and the
highest amputee rate in the world.
The United States "conservative" government wants us to believe that Savimbi is some sort of
noble freedom fighter who wants

total democracy for Angola. But
that morbid and deranged picture
could not be further from the actual truth. In addition to the brutal
killings of young black children
Savimbi has had some of his own
officers savagely assassinated.
Nevertheless, the United States
government continues to give Unita
money. Th is pass September the
US House of Representative SubCommittee on intelligence approved a Bush administration request for an additional 80-1 00
million dollars in deadly military
assistance to the Un ita rebel forces
in Angola. (And you expected him
to pass a civil right bill). This means
that OUR tax dollars will be used
(AGAIN) to kill off many of our
own race.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Editorial
Beginning on December 13th, the
Jewish community will be celebrating Hanukkah. Sometimes referred
to as the festival of I ights, it is how
most Jewish families celebrate during this holiday season.
The holiday's origin is based on a
legend which tells of when Greeks
had invaded Jewish land. Seeking
·shelter from the siege, the Jews
gathered in their temple. Among
the sparse supplies they had collected was a single cruse of oil, just
enough oi I to keep the temple lamp
lit for one day. That oil, when lit,
lasted for not one, but eight days.
The celebration itself focuses
around a nine candle candelabra
referred to as the Menorah. Eight of
these candles, four on either side,
are representative of the eight days
mentioned in the legend. On the
first day of celebration only one of
these candles wi II be Iit. On the
second day two will be lit. The
holdiay comes to a close when all
candles in the menorah are set
aglow. The center-most candle in
the menorah is referred to as the
Shamus. This candle's sole purpose
is to provide light to the other
candles. The Shamus remains lit
throughout the holiday.
Children traditionally play a game
involving a four-sided top called ·a
Dreidel. Like so many other hol idays this time of year the tradition
of exchanging gifts has overlapped
hanukkah. There are those who
believe this has dimmed the significance of their holiday, whereas
·others merely see it as an additional
practice while being careful not to
forget what it's all about.
I would like to thank Dr. Bernard
Weinstein for providing helpful insight that I could share this with you
all, and I ask you to join the
Independent in wishing everyone
in the Jewish community a very
HAPPY HANUKKAH.
•
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*Editor's note -Add'I info on Hanukkah can be
found in the Encyclopedia Judaica, located in our
own campus library.

''To Be Or Not To Be''
Dear Editor,
I was a cast member in "Romeo
and Juliet" and I am responding to
the review that appeared in last
week's "Indy". I would like to thank
Ms. Taylor for being very compl imentary in acknowledging our hard
work. I'm very happy to hear that
she enjoyed our play. However, as
nice as the review sounded, I'm .
very sad to say that Ms. Taylor has
misunderstood some aspects of our
production. As a consequence, there
were some inaccuracies that were
imparted to her readers. Some of
my fellow cast members were
slightly disturbed about them.
In an effort to appeal to a predominately college age (18-22 yrs.)
audience, we made some "changes."
We used a more contemporary
script that omitted the "thee's" and
''thou's" as well as the double
negatives and comparitives often
found in Shakespearean plays. The

play was carefully shortened from
3 1/2 to 2 1/2 hours to eliminate
length and to highlight what is
important. I'm not convinced that
any student on this campus would
sit for 3 1/2 hours for any play,
especially Shakespeare. Most students were required to see this
play, and Dr. Murphy took that
into consideration when he made
the cuts. Also, it was Mercutio
who was the comic relief, not
Petruchio.
The set was designed to be like
the original Globe Theatre stage
during the time when Shakespeare
himself would have directed the
play. It was never intended to look
like a castle. In Elizabethan theatre, there are no complete set
changes; the set is simply modified as to how it's being used in the
scene either by props or lighting.
We said that the play was to be
presented in the Elizabethan style,

and we delivered!
I don't know what experience
Ms. Taylor has had in writing reviews for plays, or what pressures
she was working under to write
this review. I just wish that she
would have tried to find out more
about Elizabethan style theatre, and
our production before she saw the
performance, or at least before she
wrote the review. In the future, I
hope that anyone who wants to
w .rite a review for any production
on campus will consider some
research about the play and the
actual production before writing
anything. That way, no misunderstandings occur to show up as
inaccuracies. Again, I will thank
Ms. Taylor for her well-meant effort.
Sincerely,
Gabriella Carney
Communications

A Deadly Lie
To the Editor:
Th is letter serves as a complaint and a warning. For those of
you who don't know, the residents
of this campus are facing a crisis; a
crisis in which Housing waited
approximately 4 weeks before they
admitted that a set of master keys
to every residence hall had been
"misplaced." Of course, before they
admitted it, they lied to many students and parents, including my
father. This makes me angry, to
say the least! They told him that it
was just a rumor, that the only
missing keys were to a closet and
that by the end of last week, they
would have this all in writing. I'm
glad they finally got smart and had
at least most of the real story in
writing this week. Knowing that
someone can break into our bedroom in the middle of the night is

Rebut To
Deane
To The Editor:

Dear Donald S. Deane: I have
read your rebuttal , an d I appreciate the fact that you lack the wit
and the reason to read any criticism without becoming too emotionally overcome to seethe point.
You remind me of a child who
repeats the murmuring of a drunken
friend of the fam ily (SARCASM).
Only to pass these misled thoughts
as your own at a later date. As you
suffer from a classical case of ''The
fatal flaw" in your personality you
leave me little choice. I have to get
down to your lackluster intellectual level to explain myself. The
first point is that after Jimmy Carter
theeconomywas a joke, the whole
country was left with almost a
20% interest rate. The unemployment levels were the highest since
''The Great Depression" the United ·
States lacked any sensible foreign
pol i'cy, and the prestige of our
cou ntry was in peril both at home
and abroad. If you had any knowledge of economic principles you
would realize that economic development can't happen under such
conditions. Jimmy Carter was a
humanitarian. This isan admirable
quality (NO SARCASM) and he
facilitated the fall of the Shah of
Iran. The logic of this move was
that the violations of human rites
were atrocious. The facts were
"shocking"! Approximate 1600
people were being executed by
the Shah's secret police annually.

terrifying.
However, Housing was too
preoccupied with their reputation
and the fact that people may start
claiming their possessions were
stolen when they really weren't. I
guess that Housing thought material objects are more important
than olir lives. I also find it very
interesting that the Residence Hall
Directors were given a lock change
before anyone even knew a problem existed. The Residence Hall
handbook states that when a resident loses his/her key, it poses a
serious threat to the security of the
residence halls and a lock change
must immediately follow. That is

only for ONE key to ONE apartment. Imagine how threatening it
is for all the keys to be lost that
open every front, apartment and
bedroom door in every residence

hall! The Housing office should
practice what it preaches in the
handbook. Hopefully, when this
paper comes out on Thursday, the
locks wi II be changed as promised
in the memo sent to the residents.
If not, this college is going to have
a lot of negative publicity and pressure.
I want to conclude by saying
that the Housing office did a lousy
job in handling this crisis. They
shou Id be ashamed of themselves
for lying and waiting so long to
notify us. Since they lied to students, parents and others, 1 felt it
was my responsibility to tel\ you.
We all have the right and need to

know.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Desantos

Writers must sign letters and provide a full name · and a d·aytlme
phone number. Letters must be typed and double-spaced for publication. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer demonstrates sufficient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the right to edit for
length. Letters should be timely and of general interest. Only original
letters addressed to the Independent will be considered. The opinions
expressed by letters printeq do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
editors.
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Rebut To Deane
,

The humanitarian impulse in any
human being will tell you that this
is an unacceptable situation,
however all decision must be made ·
rationally and not on an emotional
burst. The result of Carter's emotion toppled the Shah and brought
in Khomeini. Soon after there were
16000 people killed weekly for
not agreeing with the New and
Improved regime (MORE SARCASM). Soon after that Iraq seized
an opportunity to attack the weakened Iran, and one of the longest
and bloodiest wars in human history was under way. Iran sent out
young men in front of their tan ks to
clear out the mines, and there was
no longer any concern from the
liberals around the world about
the deaths of millions of human
beings who were mangled in a
humanitarian whim of Jimmy
Carter's.
Ronald Reagan cut the size of
government dramatically when he
came into the office of the president. These cuts made sense to all
people who could see the detrimental effects of red tape on the
development of the country. Some
social programs got hurt, but over
all the population benefited.
Ronald Reagan put an end to
the cold war by "facing up to the
bully on the block". He and his
policies brought down the Iron
Curtain around Eastern Europe
offering freedom to millions who
had not tasted freedom since the
end of WWII. Further more, the
new European freedom will produce the worlds largest consumer
market in history. "The United States
businesses will reap the financial
rewards and the country will see
full employment. The United States
grew economically and it grew
back to its former stature as the
freedom defender of the world.
•The result of the Reagan era is also
the feasibility of eliminating nuclear weapons in the near future.
Even you Donald S. Deane can't
argue with that. Ronald Reagan

broughtthis country into a new era
of prosperity. You asked if I thought
Ronald Reagan did more good than
harm? You bet he did more GOOD!
As far as mudslinging is concerned, I leave that subject entirely up to you, since you are an
obvious authority. However, you
mentioned the Iran-Contra affair
for no apparent reason except to
bring up a negative point against
Ronald Reagen. Cheap shot! This
had nothing to do with the point at
hand. Your statement about eliminating all weapons is simply unrealistic at the moment. The fact that
you followed the format of my
original letter to attack me is a
compliment. I thank you for it.
Never the less, it shows your lacking originality.

The fact that you are a liberal
doesn't offend me in the least. I
commend you on your stand. What
does offend me, is your refusal to
think for yourself. Just like you I
hope for a world that is without
war and weapons of mass destruction. I hope we can get rid of
nuclear and conventional weapons. However, my hopes do not
cloud my perspective on the reality of the world. Humans are predators. We are driven by primitive
instincts. The less civilized the
country the more likely we are to
have confrontation with it. Iraq is
one of those nations. I do not
condone confrontation in order to
improve our economic situation.
(Another attempt to cloud the issue. I never suggested this. I never

the one to liberate a nation that
was erased from the map by its
vastly large neighbor. Your implication that I condone the production of missiles and bombs for the
sake of job security is absurd. I
never mentioned any notion similar to this in my letter nor did it
ever cross my mind.

Donald S. Deane you have sti II
not produced any factual data
supporting your "Bushnomics" article. Where in the world did you
see that the taxes on the middleclass will triple? Contrary to your
implication, I do keep up with
current events, however, I read
more than one newspaper. This
gives me a much better view of the

situations at hand. If you were to
take a closer look at the articles
that have more information on
economic theory you would notice the cyclical nature of economic development. We have
enjoyed the longest upward trend
since WWII for the last eight years
and we are not temporally leveling off. Let me explain this idea to
you in the language you will understand. The economy will turn
around and sooner than you expect. You just lake the lucidity to
see that.
In conclusion, I mustsaythankyou Donald S. Deane for making
me read your article over agzin. I
have found that writers like you,
can also bend the truth, and in
your case even break it.
Even Warmer Regc1rds,
Dmitry Ostrovsky

Rebutal To Toilet Terror

I am writing in response to the
letter in the 11 /29/90 Independent
entitled "Toilet Terror." It was an
open letter to the person who left a
pair of soiled panties in the sink of
a ladies' room in Willis Hall. I
hope you can understand my not
wanting to sign this letter. I am
embarrassed to say that I am the
woman who had the accident,
messed up the bathroom and left
my soiled panties there.
In last week's letter, it said that
you can sympathize with a person
who has an accident. Please have
sympathy for me because I've
always had stomach problems and

the odor. Whoever wrote last week's
''Toilet Terror" letter just doesn't
understand my situation. I just had
to go in the ladies' room and take
care of myself. Believe me, I'd
have much preferred cleaning
myself in private at home, but it
was just too long for me to wait. I
had two classes that Monday
morning. You couldn't expect me
to go to class and sit through those
classes in my messy panties without cleaning up. Then you'd write
a letter about how the classroom
would smell. Though I've unfortunately had a lot of practice cleaning up after my accidents, I still

try to understand the situation I
was in.
I know I left the bathroom in a
really bad mess, although it wasn't
as bad as last week's letter describes. There was a mess on the
toilet seat that I probably should
have cleaned up. But what was I
supposed to clean it up with? Like
I said before, this was a really bad
mess and I had to use all the toilet
paper just in wiping myself. You
also said that I should have flushed
my soi led panties down the toilet.
That would have only made the
situation worse. I guess you
wouldn't know (as I unfortunately

trouble with my bowels. Occasionally, I have accidents. You see,

really hate it when it happens like
this and I have to deal with it in a

do) that underwear just can't be

I don't get much warning when I public bathroom. But sometimes it
need to have a bowel movement. does happen and I'm stuck with
My condition is that I have very what happened Monday. Please
little control when it comes to
holding it in and if I don't get to the
bathroom immediately when the
urge hits, it'll just end up in my
By Raj M. Sauba
pants. You really don't know what
Last week, Matsushita Electric
it's like to always have to drop
Industrial Company of Japan agreed
everything and run to the bathto buy MCA Inc., the parent comroom immediately when I feel it.
pany of Universal Studios and MCA
You don't know what its like
records. Sony Corporation al ready
everytime I go out to always have
owns Columbia pictures and CBS
to worry about having an accirecords. Would the Japanese indent. You don't know what its like
(Continued from Page 4)
fluence the cultural tone of the enwhen I do have an accident and
The conditions of the medical have to clean it up while trying not
tertainment industry through the
facilities in Angola 'are atrocious. to let anybody know that it hapacquired companies? Would it be
(~avimbi has also made it a prac- pened. Its just not an easy thing to
more likely to have more women
tice of destroying medical facili- deal with, so please try to underin the executives suites of big corties). One of the many requests of stand what its like for me. Its not
porations like Matsushita E.I.
the Angolan hospitals was for that I was being "careless about by
Company? In Megatrends 2000, a
additional bodybags. They said that bodily functions" - I just couldn't
current New York Times best-seller,
since the people are dying and or help it - so please have sympathy
authors John Naisbitt and Patricia
Aburdene gives us some of the
being killed off so quickly they for me.
don't have the facilities or the reanswers. They alanyze anf foreI am very sorry for the mess I
sources to properly care for the left in that bathroom but it wasn't
cast ten of the major trends of the
deteriorating bodies.
my fault. Its just not something I · 90's. They predict the increased
In short, I am sick and tired of have control over. We all know
dominance of Japan and the Pathe hypocritical United States what parking problems we have at
cific Rim countries, the increasing
Government, in their extremely Kean. Many of you can probably
percentage of women in leaderexpolitive nature, directly insult- imagine what its like to really have
ship positions and the emergence
of a global culture.
ing Africa peoples. In their attempt to go to the bathroom bad but you
to discard the progressive Angolan had to park far away from the
Megatrends 2000 basically gives
us a message of hope and optigovernment, and fill it with their nearest toilet. You know what it
mism for the last decade of the
own hand-picked puppets, they feels like to have to walk a long
millenium. At a time when we are
will go to any means to discredit, way while holding it in. Well, at
being bombarded daily by negademoralize, and degrade our least most of yo1:1 can hold it in. I
peoples.
tive news in the media, the auhad an accidnt in the parking lot
thors, however, convincingly presFurthermore, as the pockets of while trying to get to the ladies'
ent a bright and positive outlook.
those Europeans in South Africa
room. Believe me, you just can't
That optimism is based on ten
deepen, they too are continuously
imagine how bad it feels to mess in
major global trends. They project
expoloiting our people in Southyour panties in a parking lot and
unprecedented growth, a more fair
ern Africa. As, unfortunately, citithen have to walk along to the
and humane society with more
zens of the United States we can,
bathroom like that, hoping that
opportunities for everybody.
short of going to Angola and kicknobody will notice it.
The ten major worldwide trends
ing Savimbi and the South AfriLast week's letter against me
are:
cans ass, (which is not out of the
seemed to suggest that I shouldn't
(1) A global economic boom is
question), voice our opinions to
haveusedthe ladies' room to clean
expected for the rest of the decade.
our social and private organizaup. I tried to show some courtesy
Among the forces behind the ecotions, churches, POLITICIANS, and
to everyone by walking al I the way
nomic boom are the powerful drive
anyone else who we feel can assit
over to Willis Hall where I could
of telecommunications, competiour brothers and sisters in Angola.
open the bathroom window to ease

Angola
Now

even mentioned the conflict with
Iraq. NEXT TIME STICK TO THE
ISSUES.) The war I approve of is

flushed down the toilet like that.
By not flushing them I saved the
toilet from being clogged and creating a bigger mess. I put the pan-

ites in the sink so that they would
be found by the custodian and
disposed of properly - preferably
in a garbage dumpster or somewhere where itwouldn'tcreatean
odor problem.

This is not something that I did
deliberately, its just something that
unfortunately happened due to my
condition. Again let me apologize
for what happened and the mess
that everyone saw in the bathroom. I know it was disgusting but
please try to understand my problem and what I have to go through
when I have an accident in public
and have to dean it up in a public
bathroom. I think the whole situation was a lot worse for me than
it was for Ms. Kari Lynn Gunstad
or anyone else.

A Promising Decade Ahead
tion for reduced taxes, the Asian
consumer boom, the advancement
of democracies and the spread of
free enterprise, lesser trade barriers, and the emergence of the hug~
European Economic Community
as a single market in 1992. The
authors also dispel the myth of the
American decline. On the contrary, the USA, with a vast and
strong technological base, is very
well positioned to contribute to
and benefit from the global economic boom.
(2) There will be a Renaissance
in the Arts. Symphony orchestras,
museums, classical and chamber
music, art galleries, dance, and
literature will all become increasingly popular. Sometimes in the
90's, the arts will replace sports as
society's dominant leisure activity.
(3) We are going to witness the
emergence of free-market socialism and a shift from economies
run by governments to economies
run by markets.
(4) As technology, business and
travel turns the world into a global
village, we aredevelopinga global
lifestyle as we swap food, music,
and fashion. But even as our lifesty'le become more similar, there
is also a powerful countertrend: a
desire in many communities to
preserve the uniqueness of one's
culture, language, art, religion and
literature.
(5) Worldwide, there is a trend
to privatize the welfare state. The
best example is, of course, Margaret Thatcher's Britain. More and
more governments are sel I ing state
owned industries back to the people.
(6) The countries touched by

the Pacific's waters will continue
to undergo the fastest period of
economic expansion in history.
Though Japan is the region's economic leader, the East Asia region
(China, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and Singapore) will eventually dominate.
(7) The authors also refer to the
1990°s as the decade of women in
leadership. They forecast an unprecedented growth in the number of women in the higher echelons of business and government.
Also, women dominate the information society: 84% of working
women are part of the i nformation/servi ce sector in the USA.
(8) For the rest of the 1990's
and beyond, there will be major
applications of biotechnology and
genetic engineering in fields like
agriculture and health care. The
ethical problems and issues that
arise by such applicationswill also
command more attention in public debate.
(9) As we approach the year
2000, there is a worldwide revival
of religion of all denominations.
Though mainline religions are
declining, there is abundant evidence of an overall increase in the
quest of the spiritual and a return
to faith.
(10) The 1990's will also be a
timeforthetriumph of the individual. With more available technology and better education tomorrow's individual will have greater
control over his/her destiny.
We have increased potential to
create a better world and
Megatrends 2000foresees a promising decade ahead.
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CULTURAL EVENTS
Molefi Kete Asante (Ph.D.,
UCLA) is Professor and Chair of
African-American Studies at Temple
University. The author of two dozen
works, his publications include The
Afrocentrice Idea and Afrocentricity, both of which form the
essential core of Asante's belief
that the centrality of Africa is the
key to restoring balance in the
lives of African-Americans.
, One of the most prolific African-American scholars, Asante has
published more than one hundred
articles. He is the first AfricanAmerican columist for an African
magazine, the African Concord.
He sits on the editorial boards of
nineteen journals, including Africa and the World, and Afrique

Hitorique. He edits the prestigious Journal of Black Studies and

has been cited in numerous Who's
Who.
In addition to teaching at UCLA,
SUNY-Buffalo, Purdue, Florida
State, and Howard, Asante has
received an honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters from the University of New Haven. Born in Georgia, he has lived in Africa, in
Zimbabew, been an external examinerfor Kenya and Nigeria, and
won a Fullbright fellowship. As an
African-American scholar, he often says, "I am trying to be the most
profound statement of my people's
culture, one of truth, courage, intellect, and action."

Pre-Kwanzaa Celebration
Date: Thursday, December 13, 1990
Place: Kean College, Downs Hall, Rms. 2&3
5:30 - 7:30: Feast and Celebration
8:00: Wilkins ;fheatre Lecture:
"The Multicultural Paradigm"
Sponsored by the Black Student Union (BSU)
The Office of and Atricana Studies

Latin Night At The Pub
Bv William Burr
LATIN NIGHTTAKESTHEPUB
BY STORM,-and it almost flooded
the pub in the aftermath. On
Wednesday, November twenty-

seventh, there was an event that
even Ricky Ricardo would have
been proud of. This evening was
LATIN NIGHT. This wasn't a night
that only those with Latin blood
could enjoy, but anybody who
might have had fun dancing. There
was a cross between the beebop
dancing of today and the more
d ...;sical Latin dances like the Tango
and the Charanga. There was music
fresh from the club scene with
influences of those great Afro-Cuban
sounds of the S0's and the 60's.
The souls of Dizzy Gillespie and
Mario Bauza were evident, even
though they were not at The Pub
for Latin Night.
The night was slow coming,
which was a surprise, but then I
never met a college student that
cared for being on time for a party.
The Pub filled by 10:30 and the
tunes filled the place with rythmns
to dance to, song after song. If
there was anybody who didn't know
any of the dances all they had todo
was watch for awhile and try them.

Th is was a night when many of the
students at Kean that were of Latin
descent could strut their stuff, and
that was what was happening.
Lambada look out.
This was the first Latin Night at
the college. The organizer Gregory Milave of The Independent
and The Pub manager Gino might
have to come up with a bigger
place to have it next year. Being
the first Latin Night at the college
no one really knew what to expect, but all expectations were
met. There were some encouraging signs for future events such as
this one. The cover price was just
right. This night should not become an event that just shelters
only those of Latin descent, but
should welcome anybody who
wants to have some fun out-side of
his or her own nationality.
Next year will grow from this
year, and if you are a Kean college
student stand up and be counted.
Tell your friends or your class
representatives that you guys and
gals want to do this again. The
Latin community showed it's colors and was proud. Next year, the
Pub should be more crowded.

Romeo.
And Juliet
By Margaret Zavis
The Kean College production
of Romeo and Juliet proved to be a
very equisite performance, showing off the great talents of the students who portrayed the characters. Theaudiencecouldeasilysee
how much hard work and dedication was put into the presentation,
as well as showing the articulate
skills that were displayed in the
scenery and costumes, which set
the mood and made everyone feel
as if they were actually in Shakespearean times.
This play not only made you
laugh, but also put you on the edge
of your seat, and made you almost

want to jump on stage and be a
part of the festivities, as well as
wanting to comfort the main characters, Romeo and Juliet, as they
suffered through the trials of forbidden love. Most of all, this presentation expressed to us all how
hatred between thetwofamilies in
this play, the Montagues and
Capulets, not only brought forth
violence between the people, but
destroyed the lives of their two
children. But yet as Shakespeare
once stated "For stony limits cannot hold love out", which was
proven in this play to be true, for
these two young lovers, as even
death could not destroy their love.

Kean's German 1101 Class welcomes you to join them.

German Re-Unification
By Henry Dieckmann
Germany has been, si nee 1945,
a divided nation. Until recently
there existed West Germany, a
democracy and memberofNATO,
and East Germany, a communist
nation controlled by the USSR.
The Berlin Wall, built in 1961 to
prevent people from fleeing the
city's Soviet sector, became a
symbol of Communist cruelty forced
on an unwilling people. All this
changed on October 3, 1990 when,
after forty-five years of separation,
Germany once again became a
single nation.
The historic dismantling of the
Berlin Wall and the free elections
which paved the way for re-unification were a great emotional boost
to the Free World. Now that things
are settling down, however, we
hear many more guarded opinions
about the re-unification of a country which has played a key role in
two of the world's most destructive wars. The class of Elementary
German I, instructed by Dr. lzolde
Zivers-Price, has put together some
oftheiropinionsandwould liketo
share them.
For the most part, the class is
very much pro re-unification. They
feel that the other Western nations
will keep tight reins on the German military and government in
order to prevent future problems.
The Germans themselves are not
likely to forget the devastation of
World War II. In addition to this,
some in the class feel that Germany is pursuing economic, rather
than military, power. Re-unification will bring together skilled
people who can achieve this goal.
The most common opinion in
favor of re-unification was simply
that East Germany deserved to be
free of Soviet domination. Since

the future were concerned with
the overwhelming task of refitting _
an economically sagging East
Germany .!fltO the prosperous West.
In the end, of course, these are
only opinions. whether we like it
(most do) or not, the fact remains
that Germany is once again a single
nation. We can only hope that the
energy used to make such amazing recoveries after two world wars
can this time be used with peaceful results.

1945, Russia has demanded huge
war reparations, sometimes carrying off entire factories into Russian
territory. The class believes that
although World War II can never
be forgotten, the new generation
of Germans should not have to
continue paying for the sins of
their fathers.
Along with the support for reunification, the class also offered
some opinions which argued caution. Those who were looking at
Germany's past wondered if a nation
with such a long history of aggression was capable of becoming a
peaceful afly of it's former enemies. Others who looked toward

Anyone wishing to learn more
about German language and culture is encouraged to enroll in the
German language course.

Four years of college
assistance for
one weekend a month.
You're on your way to college. And you're
looking for a part-time job to help you pay for
it. Join the Army National Guard! For about
two days a month and two weeks a year, you 'II
work a part-time job that makes a difference.
You'll be eligible for up to $5,000 in education assistance ~ith the
NEW JERSEY
Montgomery GI 8111. And, dur·
ing the course of your six-year
j j) ,:
~
enlistment, you'll also earn a
..
minimum salary of $11,000.
-Join the Army National Guard
today! Call

ti

1-800-792-8396

ft

Americans at
their best.

~ ·.
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~%
Deck the Halls with TOSHIBA I
All BATTERY PowEREd LAp1ops NOW IN STOCK ... fE/\TURiNG

T1200XE ,. $1979 111
slddh LCD

• 12Mffz 80C286 PROCESSOR
• 20MB IIARd Disk

•

BluE.-oN.-wl1ln

•

AurnRESUME

• 1MB RAM, EXJMNdAblE
• 8.1 lbs, 2" 1ltlck

• Bulh.-lN 1.44MB }.5" FDD

TO

5MB

SCREEN

---

LOWEST PRICES EVER

WITH
EDUCATIONAL 0ISCOUNTSI
Call 1ho11t y111rs todayl

DSR, Inc

~--v

1-800-326-0037
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u,uetl\eo\ftCOMPfiCT DISC
BROKER. INC.
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7 West Westfield Avenue, Roselle Park, New Jersey 201 -241 -3730
( 1 Mile from Garden State Parkway Exit 13 7)

LOWEST EVERYDAY CD PRICES IN THE AREAi
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HUBCITY
SPaKE REPAJR

WITH THIS COUPON ANO A $30 PURCHASE
LlllITED SUPPLY
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COMPACT DISC
BROKER. INC.

COMPACT DISC

COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED ATTIME OF SALE. EXPIRES 12-24-90.
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BROKER. INC.

HOLIDAY T-SHIRT
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A DIFFERENT SALE EVERY WEEKDAYI
(Percentage off Sales do not apply to items already marked down.)

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
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10% OFF CDS

20% OFF CASES
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10% OFF CDS
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The Drowning Man=======
By Joseph W. Kern
It seems that this autumn is a
. time for compilations, and the
Cu re's Mixed Up is one of them,
falling into the remix category. My
brother Rob has the impression
that nobody is going to release
albums of new material anymore;
instead, we'll keep getting compilations or the dreaded remix albums. Rob is terrified that Paul
Simon is going to re-release his
entire back catalogue including
those Simon and Garfunkel records totally remixed into world
beat style by David Byrne or Brian
Eno. Just imagine "Sounds of Silence" or "Duncan" done with a
calypso groove. Paul has
"Kodachrome" for his current tour
in just such a way. My brother may
be taking his fears to the extreme
but such a thing could happen. (A
lot of people are buying MC
Hammer Records and the guy's a
fake, and while we're at it how
about that Vanilli Ice establishing
false credibility. Take a band like
Mind Terrorist made up of guys
who met while they were all reside nts in the Samuel Gompers
Houses. No one would question
their credentials. For those who
don' t know, Mind Terrori st is a
group which performs covers of
Public Enemy material in acoustic
or electric format and sometimes
the way PE does them. There was
a limited edition 12 inch on the
Welt Records label which included
the following: folk versions of "Bring
the Noise", 11 911 is a Joke", a scorching version of "You're Gonna Get
Yours", "MetgaBlast" which is faith-

ful to the original, and an acapella
rendition of Chuck D's ballad "If
we make It Through December."
This is out of print so if you see itpick it up. It's well worth the price.
Look for the Cover of the record
with MC Sucker atop his 1979
Cutlass Supreme with the Pulaski
Skyway looming in the background.
Over the past year personal turmoil between band members MC
Sucker and Terminator O (not
Terminator· X) make it doubtful
new material will surface for a
while. Sucker pursues more abrasive industrial sound (who knows
maybe he'll put out a solo record
and you'll see it in the FACTORY
column) whereas Terminator 0
seeks a pop angle. Hopefully, the
band will resolve its inner turmoil
and provide us with some new and
ENTERTAINING material.
But I digress. The Cure's attempts to redefine the remix albumwith Mixed Up. Instead of the
extra drum here, mix up the keys
there, extend the song a little bit,
we get a reinterpratation of some
of their greatest hits. Although the
Cure are guilty of falling into that
extended re mix category, there are
four categories of mixes on the
album. First there are those extended remixes taken from the Asides of their twelve inch singles.
The Cure fall into the standard
remix trap on some of these. For
instance, "Lullaby'' the rut that opens
the album has some added percussion, but extends a four minute
song longer than necessary. Ditto
"Fascination Street" this is an extended remix rocking harder tha

usual but do we need EXTENDED
remixes of songs long enough to
begin with?
The second category uses current remix engineers to reinvent
the songs. The high Iite of th is category and the album is Paul Oakenfeld's remix of "Close to Me". The
song gets slowed down a bit and is
given a new hip-hop groove. Sounds
sorta like Otis Redding meets Soul
II Soul (or if Joe Strummer were
Robert Johnson then Robert Smith
could be the Times). "Pictures of
You" remixed by Bryan "Chuck"
New becomes legit However, good
ideas do not always good songs
make. The reinterpratation of"The
Caterpillar" also done by Brywithholds the guitar and creates a dull
version of a once wonderful song.
Also included in this category is
the William Orbit remix of "Inbetween Days"which now sounds
nothing like the original version
and has a techno-industrialoid '
sound to it. I hate to sound like

Ann Landers or Erma Bambeck or
one of those columnists my mom
constantly reads but as the saying
goes, "If it Ain't broke/Don't fix it".
Due to missing master tapes,
the Cure were forced to re-record
"The Walk" and "A Forest", - category number three - songs rerecorded then remixed. ''The Walk"
is given a more nineties sound
more techno-pop. ''The Forest''
sounds less like a remix but more
the way they do the song Iive these

days.
The fourth and final category:
the remixed new song. "Never
Enough" is the only new song on
the album. It goes to show that
they did jump on the bandwagon,
but are still capable of pushing
musical boundries, which is what
they've been doing over the course
of over ten years and over eight
Lp's. The song uses a sort of Hendrixian riff and they rock their
hardest.
My friend David claims the only

reason it's out is because it makes
a nice little christmas present.
Which is sort of true but it's those
box sets that are the Big Christmas
presents. Do people really go out
and buy these things? I' ll admit to
buying the Nick Drake box set
Fruit Tree because I knew that my
family and my friend Terry would
never make it to the stores that
keep them in stock. Alright and I
bought Robert Johnson's Complete
Recordings because I got it dirt
cheap. (I know someone else who
may have to go and buy this one
also!) What I really want to get my
hands on isthatHankWilliamsSr.
three CD set due in December that's a big blatant hint. Otherwise
they're just too expensive. Who
knows maybe one day The Cure
will release a box set - maybe
they'll do it soon since there is a
whole onslaught of box-sets due
out in December, I'm sure they
wouldn't want to miss out on
Jumping Someone Elses Train .

The fat man & his hair.

"NJ's Hottest Blues and Rhythm & Blues Band"

The Raised on Blues Band
Live at The Cove in Roselle • Saturday, Dec. 8
For more information call: 241-1226

Blues from Memphis, Chicago, East Texas and New Orleans
Songs by: Stevie Ray Vaughn, The Kneville Brothers, Aretha Franklin, B.B. King, Muddy Waters and many others.
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Through The Past, Darkly
By Rob O'Connor
The major irony that in some
ways betrays the intentions of the
"beat generation" is this: If Allen
Ginsberg's "Howl" was anything,
it was a poem meant to open up
the straight jacket of modern
American poetry, to invite new
writers to search themselves, go
into the crevices and find their
own authorial voices. This didn't
happen. Instead, everyone found
Ginsberg's voice and used it (and
continue using it) until it became
just another roadblock in consciousness, another straight jacket in
American poetry. In a sense, any' one looking to transcribe urgent
earthtones went back to the beat
masters, and a handful aside (Dylan,
Bangs, Meltzer, some Hunter
Thompson) most have not been
able to free themselves from the
powerful beat persona.
But what is it to be "beat?" On
the Jack Derouac Collection (Rhino),
Kerouac fumbles with the question, playing the role of the hot,
impassioned, volatile writer ih front
of a willing college audience and
an unhappy colleague panel. It's a
telling moment. Like spending your
life writing death poems and the
meeting death in the face. And
that's the way this box set is-extremely confrontative, forcing you
to decide whether or not Kerouac
is a literary genius or a rambunctious hoax (actually, more towards
genius, in the end).
The crackling vital ity--maybe a
bit patronizing--rant of "October
in the Railroad Earth" screams with
the sort of "Yes" quality that Dean
Moriarity spent an entire novel
looking for. Butthat reckless youth
and his wild a·ntics, summarized

in "On the Road", were only flashing highlights in the real life of Jack
Kerouac. Reading the recently rereleased Desolate Angel: Jack
Kerouac, The Beat Generation and
America (Delta) by Dennis McNally, one watches a man once
capable of mixing booksmarts with
streetsmarts crawl to the refrigerator to drink away the pressure of
being "Jack Kerouac." McNally
captures a sizable chunk of the
good times but it's rough going in
those last 60 pages or so where
Kerouac does absolutely nothing.
For better insights read Kerouac's
own Big Sur, a disturbing onslaught
from t~e man unable to cope . .
This is not so of Allen Ginsberg,
lovingly described in Barry Miles'
Ginsberg: A Biography (Harper
Collins). Here, Ginsberg for all his
arcane social graces and self-promotion comes off as a genuine
well-to-do caught up in the fire of
American Liberty. Just reading
Miles' description of the 1968
Democratic Convention in Chicago, where Ginsberg, William
Burroughs, Terry Southern and Jean
Genet link together amidst the
madness, one realizes that the initial
chaos described in "Howl" of a
world overcome with insanity had
finally caught up with all of them.
And they faced it beautifully.
If anything has validated
Ginsberg, it is Ginsberg himself,
having stood up at many important junctures to prove that no
matter how silly one might feel,
some silliness is good for the soul.
You cannot honestly read the biography and not feel that in broad
terms Ginsberg is a "living legend."
Which brings us around to

Williams. Burroughs.As captured
in Literary Outlaw (Avon), Ted
Morgan's 600 pg.+ factual pileup, Burroughs comes off (no surprises here) as among the most
bizarre--and interesting- human
beings to have "inhabited" the
planet. Underneath all his demons,
both metaphorical and literal, is a
man with an iron will to overcome, a resi I ience th at while never
talking out of turn, talks nonetheless. Morgan's straight ahead approach best suits the occasion.
Everything is taken down like a
poice report, leaving the judgements to the reader, who also
unfortunately never gets a full
understanding why Burroughs is
an important writer. Morgan admits
a preference for Naked Lunch,
Junkie and Burroughs last trilogy,
but never comes to full grips with
his other work, glossing over it as
if were unimportant(hisdisavowal
of The Wild Boys being the most
hurtful example). These minor gripes
aside, you won't find anything else
on Burroughs that comes close.
Unless Allen Ginsberg is right
when he says that "No one captures Burroughs better than Burroughs." In which case, aside from
reading his work there are two lp's
featuring it: Material's Seven Souls
(Virgin) where he reads from the
Western Lands, and Dead City Radio
(Island), produced by Hal Willner
and Nelson Lyon, which includes
Burroughs reading ''The Lord's
Prayer" and Singing "lch Bin van
Kopf bis Fuss auf Liebe Eingestellt
(Falling in Love Again)." They're
eerie, unsettling moments, and
perfectly in sync with the Burroughs persona. Literature hasn't
gone much further than these guys;
don't let anybod kid you. But that
doesn't mean the field is closed. If
that were true, we all would've
packed it in before Proust.
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Can you identify the photo and/or artist? Contact A&E if you can.
Pholo By Rob H•usd>ild

The Jack Kerouac Collection (Rhino/Word Beat)--3
CD box set
Literary Outlaw: The Life and Times of William S.
Burroughs by Ted Morgan
Desolate Angel: Jack Kerouac, the Beat Generation
and America by Dennis McNally
Ginsberg: A Biography by Barry Miles
The Lion for Real (Island) - Allen Ginsberg Lp
Seven Souls (Virgin)--Material Lp featuring William S.
Burroughs
Dead City Radio (lsland)--William S. Burroughs Lp

The Good-The Bad-The Ugly
We're ready to give yo_u bucks for your books
Here are a few titles and where you stand:

The Good

The Bad

The Ugly

Cunningham: Culture & Values,
We'll pay: $17.00
Findley: 20th Century World,
We'll pay: $16.00
Horngren: Accounting,
We'll pay $26.00
Lial: Algebra & Trigonometry,
We'll pay: $22.00
Starr: Biology,
We'll pay: $25.00
Zill: Calculus,
We'll pay: $31.50

Larson: Algebra & Trigonometry,
We'll pay only $13.00
Midtlying: Swimming,
We'll pay only $2.50
Wheeler: Modern Mathematics,
We'll pay only $13.00
Most English paperbacks
under $5.00
We'll pay up to 50¢

Cherrington: Personnel
Schiffman: Consumer
Behavior
Stern: Structured
Cobol Programming
For one reason or another,
these titles are worth ZERO
(don't bother to bring these in)

There are many other titles we can't list here and now,
so stop into the Kean College Bookstore starting December 10th
and see how good it can be!
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"Dolphin Safe" Tuna: Another Perspective
By Dr. J. Mahoney
Today's (Nov. 15) issue of the
Independent contained a reader's
,question asking what "Dolphin Safe"
tuna means and an answer which
essentially concluded that it means
"not very much", so the environmentally aware consumer should
shun all tuna. While a person's
choice of food is a personal decision which may reflect their values, I hope there is room for a
~ diversity of views in a collegial
spirit, even among environmentalists. It is especially important
that moral decisions be built on a
solid bedrock of facts. Therefore
I'd like to provide more information which might lead to a different conclusion.
First, for those who know little
about the subject, the basic dolphin-tuna controversy derived from
the "setting" of purse-sein nets
around schools of dolphin to catch

yellowfin tuna. This species of tuna
tends to feed in schools under the
dolphins. The chance of a good
catch is increased by laying the
purse net around the dolphins. The
tragedy is, of course, thatthis technique leads to the slaughter of
dolphins as well as an "efficient"
catch of yellowfin tuna. Another
very important fact that many people
are unaward of, and that recent
ads further confuse, is that albacore C'white") tuna was never caught
this way because of their different
feeding habits - it doesn't associate with dolphins. Most albacore
tuna were caught on hooks and
lines although drift nets were also
used in the past. As mentioned in
the Nov. 15 response, these miles
of floating death not only entangle
tuna and dolphins, but destroy all
marine life that are in the path of
their drifting death.
With these simple, but often

heart-breaking facts, it is easier to
evaluate what "dolphin free" tuna
is. Major conservation organizations have been lobbying both
business and government for years
to stop the use of purse nets set on
dolphins and drift nets for tuna
fishing. The Center for Marine
Conservation has always been one
ofthe leading organizations in this
fight and prepared extensive data
for the Dolphin Coalition's testimony to Congress on the proposed
"Dolphin Protection and consumer
Information Act" after major tuna
canners, led by Starkist started their
own "dolphin safe" programs
(possibly in an attemptto underc.ut
support for a strict law).
·
The information they present
should provide the basis for making tuna purchasing decisions.
Starkist uses only hooks and lines
for albacore tuna. Bumble Bee, 3
Diamonds, and Thai Food Proces-

sors are phasing out deadly driftnets, but have extensive driftnetcaptured stocks from those captures so their tuna will not be truly
"dolphin safe" (and won't be labelled as such) "until well into
1991" according to the Center for
Marine Conservation. Most of the
major companies use purse nets
for yellowfi n tuna, but claim (more
on this soon) they no longer set
their nets "on" dolphins. Bumble
Bee say~ most tuna will be "dolphin safe" by December. The primary problem that the Dolphin
Coalition has with these claims
are the way in which they are
verified. Starkist, Bumble Bee (and
Chicken of the Sea in most areas)
have federal or international observers on ships over 400 tons. The
big problem is with vertification
by other companies. Mitsui, Mitsubichi (3 Diamonds brand) and
other canners who produce pri-

marily "store brands" may have
acceptable verification but reserve
the option of certification by the
ship's captains or owners. Most
conservationists have serious problem with this self-policing and are
sti II pressing for a federal law to set
federal standards for certification
of "dolphin-safe" labels and prosecution for false labelling.
In closing, my own personal
comments. Many fish products are
captured by devastating driftnets,
but it is possible to buy from
companies such as Starkist which
have begun to change the industry. While I lament pollution and
driftnet carnage as much as the
author of the previous (Nov. 15)
note, it is better for environmentally-aware consumers to reward
canners which produce properly
certified "dolphin safe" tuna than
to condemn all tuna canners. That's
what I do.

Kean Improves Recycling Program
By Nicole De}ura
Since H.O.P.E.'s formation in
September, our main objective has
been to improve the recycling
program on campus. Fortunately
for the campus community, the
administration feels the same.
H.O .P.E. is now working with
members of the administration to
help make whatever recycling
program they adopt work.
H.O.P.E. received an Earth Day
audit, which consisted of several
questions toward the college on
how it disposed of its waste, example, solid waste. The audit was
filled out in April of 1990 by Patricia Ruddick, Head of Administrative Services.
The section of the audit entitled
Solid Waste was what H.O.P.E.
was to concentrate on. It stated
that Kean College generates 3900
tons of solid waste a year, out of
this only 65 tons is recycled, 2 tons
is turned to compost and the other
3833 tons, sent to be landfilled. If
that isn't bad enough, the total
cost for disposing this waste was
$148,800. This is the highest expense the college has when disposing of all its waste.
After reading these facts and

getting extremely disturbed, Joyce
Donohue (Executive H.O.P.E.
member) and myself met with Ms.
Ruddick to ask questions about the
audit. We were greeted with much
kindness and enthusiasm from Ms.
Ruddick. She answered all our
qu_estions thoroughly, cleared up
misconceptions and encouraged
our group. We thank her so much
for all her help.
Now, for those of you who ever
wondered: Safety Recycling is the
company that picks up all aluminum cans on campus weekly, they
estimate they pick up approximately
2 tons of cans per month. The rest
of the trash gets picked up by
Mountain Disposal, the company
then takes the waste to a transfer
station in Linden, where it is then
sent to be landfilled out of state.
What state you ask? It still remains
a mystery. When asked if any of
this waste was incinerated, Mountain Disposal answered, "Not to
our knowledge."
A few ideas that came up at the
meeting to improve the recycling
program here to put three garbage
cans in £Nery dormitory room, place
more bins for cans outside the
buildings and ashtrays near the

Attention Freelance
Environmentalist

H.C!l.P.E.

Do you have an environmental Issue you would
Ilka to see addressed. If
so, submit an article that
Interest you. Send the
article to the Independent
office In the College Center, Attn: John Murphy,
Nlcole DeJura, Joyce
Donohue.

Question and
Answer Column
Have any questions about
our "Mother''? Write to the
"Life on Earth" Page, Attn:
John Murphy, Nicole
DeJura, Joyce Donohue.
We wlll answer them In
ourweeklyquestlonsand
answer column.

Meeting

Dec. 1·2
3:05 in
The Grill Room
Located in
The College Center
Everyone
Is Welcome

benches. A project that we hope
will be a success is to place three
garbage cans in each classroom of
one academic building, to test on
this idea to see if it improves recycling.
H.O.P.E. is proud to say that
we have met with no resistance
from the administration when
proposing ideas for recycling. We
want to keep it that way, we feel
the students and administration
should work together to improve

the campus.
As individual members of the
college, we can take steps to make
our campus a leader in recycling.
For starts, pick up after yourselves,
set a good example for others who
pollute. If you see someone leaving their trash, tell them not to, it's
your classroom too, make your
feelings known.
It is also very important to make
your feelings known to the ad-

ministration. Let them know you
support their programs, and suggest other ideas you may have on
recycling, they are more than willing to listen. Express yourself! Write
to: Patricia Ruddick - Head of
Administrative Services and Charles Kimmett - Vice President of
Administration and Finance. Just
address your letters to them as I've
stated and drop them off in a school
mailbox. With words we can accomplish anything.

Questions And Answers
By Henry Angler
Q. On a recent fishing trip in
the Adirondacks I caught a lot of

so called ''trash fish" and found
them to be very annoying, and
they took the fun out of fishing up
there. What is a trash fish? Is there
anything to do -10 control the
amount of them l
By}. Murphy
A. Trash fish are invading New

York State's Adirondack wilderness. This fresh water fish includes:
longnose suckers, pumkinseed
sunfish, brown bullheads, creek
chubs, and cutlips minnows. Fisherman call them trash for three
reasons: 1) they do not fight when
·they arecaught2) they do not taste
good 3) they crowd out all the
other fish. The State Department
of Environmental Conservation took
action and trashed this fish. Last

September the S.D. of E.C. began
poisoning six Adirondack ponds
with rotenone, which paralyzes
the gills of the fish preventing the
flow of oxygen into the bloodstream. They are restocking the
ponds with brook trout. This action appears cruel but it is the only
way the S.D. of E.C. can control
this overpopulation. It is actually
helping save the other fish in the
ponds.

Request From Earth
1. Aerate your faucets. There is
a simple device called "low-flow
faucet aerator." You can attach it
to the water faucets in your home
and save 50% of your water flow.
Although the flow is reduced, it
will feel stronger because air and
water are mixed together as it leaves

the tap. These devices sell for less
than $4athardware and plumbing
stores.
2. Don't can your aluminum.
A) When you toss out one aluminum can, you waste as much energy
as if you had filled the same can
half full with gasoline and_poured

it onto the ground. B) An aluminum can thrown out of a car window will still litter the earth 500
years later. C) In 1989, aluminum
can recycling saved more than 11
billion kilowatt hours of electricity. This was enough to supply the
residential electric needs of NYC
for six months.
3. Drive less. Our society revolves around driving a car. Maybe
you think it impossible to cutback
on driving. On an average, the 140
million cars in America are esti$500 million.
mated to travel 4 billion miles a
2. Rolls/sheets of wrapping paper
day, use about200 million gallons
sold, 1989: 28,497,464.
of gas, and produce about 4 bill ion
3. Packages of tags and bows
pounds of carbon dioxide into the
sold, 1989: 16,826,362.
atmosphere. Try using buses, trains,
4. Greeting cards sold, 1989: .
bikes, or even walk.
372,430,684.
4. Plant a tree. Over time, trees
5. NUMBER OF CHRISTMAS
can remove large quantities of
TREES CUT, 1989: 35,200,000.
6. SUCCESS RATE OF TREE carbon dioxide which is the main
"greenhouse gas" from the atmosRECYCLING PROGRAMS: 38%
Numbers gathered from Gar- phere. Planting a tree is a positive
way to fight the greenhouse effect.
bage Magazine.

Holidays
By J. Murphy
The holidays are here. We go
about our daily business buying
Christmas gifts, wrapping paper,
and cards not realizing how this
affects the trees of our environment. The following are a couple
of facts about holiday paper goods.
These are not to inhibit anyone
from going out and buying all the
paper and cards you want- it's just
to make everyone more aware.
1. Christmas gift-wrap packet:
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Church, I hope that when you
are finished pledging you wi 11 have
time to find me, because I will still
be looking! From An Admirer

Tom honey - She's my best
friend!! I'm sorry. I don't want to
loose her. Please understand. Love,

Lynn, You're a terrific big sister

Zelberty & Hauser - Eight ball

& and terrific friend. I'm always
here for you! Love always your
little sister, Tiffany

corner pocket, Game over. Blast
from the past keeps on rocking at
Kean. Later, Donde Kid

Roomie to be - YOU KISSED
HIM! l !l Way to go! I! Lo.e & Luck,
Dee

Hey Cheesers, Thanks for a great

Mike: Happy B-day, Testa Di
Cazzo! l Love, Elina

Rho Sigma Chi - You guys are
the best! Thank you so much for
your love & support. Love yah,
Tiffany
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Dee

To My Roomie - The count dcmn
is on, can't wait to have you living
with us. We are going to have a
blast! We wi 11 study - Hal Love ya,

To412 Rogers- HeygirlslSorry
haven't been around. Things have
been hectic. I'll try and come over
more often. Miss you, Lynn

Cin-D

night out with the girls. Thanks for
being there tool Love you cheesebal ls, Tiffany

Omega Sigma Psi, Thanks so
much for your great help with the
food drive - The Catholic Student
Organization
Eric - With a "c" glad we met,
you're a great guy - I've almost
forgotten that crude comment you
made way back whe n, on your
way to Saracuse! - kidding. Love
ya, Cindy
Kathy- Sorry about Thurs. night
- don't be mad remember who
loves you!!Time to study. Love ya
lots, Cindy

Kerrie - Glad you came up!
Hope you had fun - our place is
always here for you - when are you
going to NY? Hung Over? Love ya,
Cindy
Tina - I'll always love you. Love,
Gucci

Happy Birthday "Faccia di
merda" Love, Me

Marcy- It's been a good semester so far! Hope the next 4 years
are as much fun as these past few
months have been. You're my Best
Friend & I want it to stay that way.
Love, Dee

Michael - X-Mas break is al-

Loser - Way to go Coolito!l

most here! Can't wait to see you
again. Stay away from the stucco
walls at Colonial and I promise not
to gouge your face. I love you!
Kathy P.S. Do you want my last
initial?

What took you so long. It's about
time. Now what are you waiting
for? You know she likes you. Get
offyourCoolitoand make the next
move! Love, Alkie

Denise - I'm glad Jackie introCindy - Get ready for those
finals!!! Bing Crosby and Johnny
Mathis will keep us sane. Holiday
fever is decorating the door before
the first of December. Love, Kath
Doreen - Happy Birthday you
home-B. We all love you (Really)
so smile and blow some bubbles.
Love, Vaness, Cindi, Randi, and

Waaaabert, Wabert! I'm not
hot anymore; I'm hungry; Make
me a sandwich!

Coll, So who is the #51?

Julia

Cindy, It's silent pee ... but, it
feels so good! Be on the look out
for biker chicks. They're on the
loose, just looking for a fight Thanks,
for a great night out. Love ya,

Dan - Hook-line & sinker. Me

Meliss

Molina S. - Tennis class wuz
great: U were even better! Remember the rose! Wil T.

Meliss

Rita W. - Hows about a date?
Wil T. (Freshman Seminar)

Chappy - We're doing good.
You're a little to serious, slow down,
enjoy the sunset. I'll still be here in
the morning. Love, Piney.
Lisa and Steph - You guys are

Lowell

Todd - Thank you for always
being there. You are so special. Ya
know- I really like that boy __ +_
but downdeep I think he's a rebel!

duced us. You're cool to hang out
with. Keep visiting us at our suite.
Good luck with what's his name.
Love, Dee

Lauren - Good luck on your
finals. Remember your secret sister is watching you! Love & Sisterhood, KOT Secret Sister

Suds

Straight-Up, Little! Your the best,
i'm glad to see you off crutches.
Pleasestaythatway! Loveya, Your
Big

Kathy- Donoghue and Flanagan

(even though U can't drivel) Luv,

poem, to get you through the day.
I hope you think it's cute, I've been
writing it all day. If I can think of
more, I'll be sure to let you know.
Just check your mailbox daily,
Because ... YOU NEVER KNOW!
Love, Your Secret Sister!

Lynn - Who else !fut you and I
could pull of what we did? I'm so
glad I could look to my roomie to
be time and time again. Late night
convos are the best! Love, Ya, Sheri
To Michelle Cheese - Husbands!
Husbands! All over the place! Just
how many can we handle? I still
have to buy you our birthday drink
- Happy 21 st. Love ya, Sheri

Residents - Do not let strangers
in your building! Don't you want
to feel safe? Concerned Resident
Luda - How about we talk until
5:00a.m. Sorry for being such a
Jerk! Love, Rob
You can be ordinary or you can
be an Omega

Ricky- "Tonight, I celebrate my
To the cheeses of 409 Bartlett
(and 410)- Girls nights out are the
best! Let's never end that. Work
It! I

Jayme - So what do you want
for ten bucks? Love, Your secret
Santa
Mark- Hope everything is okay
with your knee, think lax. If you
need to talk ... don't hate mel Love,

Cindy
To the new sisters of KOT Good girlswelcometothefamily,
good job girls. Don't be afraid to
speak your minds - you're all sisters now. Love & Sisterhood, Cindy

love for you!" Tonight will be
beautiful! I love you always, lttum
Here's to our first winter formal! Can't wait til the 25th! Love
& Sisterhood, Mickey D. Mouse

Biffer, We are going to have an
awesome time tonight! I'll see you
then. Toodles
Omega Sigma Psi - Let's party!
Tonight is going to be AWESOME!!
Love & Sisterhood, Mickey D.
Mouse
Ann Marie & Michelle - "We
are Family" Let's have a blast tonight! Love, Your little, Katy

Omega - Here's to a good time
tonight! Say cheese! L&S, Foz

Jayme - I love you more than
life itself! Love, Lynn P.S. Who
wrote this?

Twister - Your big & great big
think you're awesome. So let's all
have a great time tonight. L&S,
Foz, & Boog-A-Lee
Ter- Where is everyone sleeping tonight? L&S, A
Katy - You're the best. Thanx
for everything. L&S, Sue
Anthony - Hope we have a

Wifey

Kathy F. - Surprise! Just a little

-•!f•,

To Pex Sisters - Are we all
ready for tonight? Let's have some
outrageous funl Work it! Love in
Sisterhood, Squeeky

Omega Sigma Psi - Great sis-

Sandy- You're my fantasy girl!

glad it happened.

Sean - Another year, another
Semi, another holiday. Five years
and still going strong, I love you
now & forever. Love, Sue

Hubby- There isn't any better!
I mean that from the heart. Would
I have married you if there was?
No brain cramps here. By the way
- only you said "obey" in the vows.

Ondy - Body check, purse check-where does it end? My--your hair's
so long! Jules

Lug. Please don't feel bad. I'm

A-Lee

Tiffany - To the greatest little
ever! You know I love you. I'm
always hereforyoul Keep smilinll
Love, Lynn

Sue, Katy, and Amy - Heh
roomies! You guys are the best.
Get psyched for tonight, we're going
to have a blast! Love and sisterhood, Terri

#13 - I haven't forgotten who
cares too. Love, #7

Rita from Old Bridge - You're
my fantasy girl. I hope I get 2 know
U better! Your Freshman Seminar
Pal, Wilson P.S. Thanks for the
ride from East Campus, Honey

Omega - Get psyched for theSemi tonight. Let's all have an
awesome time. L&S, Foz & Boog-

really good time tonight. I'm glad
you're going with me. Amy

Sandy- You're my fantasy girl!
But no more sharp turns around
wet corners! Peace - Joe

Joe P.S. I wuv u, I wuv u, I wuv u

Eric and Pete - So, when's dinner? Just kidding! Pete - Don't listen to those guys, do what you
want to do. Eric- Keep waiting! Bo
- How about tonight? Later Dudesll

two of the best sisters and friends
anyone could ask for. Tonight's
going to be awesome! Love and
sisterhood, Terri

ters, great friends and lots of great
times, liketonight! 1!oveyou guys,

Laurie G. Happy Birthday!! Love,

Mel - Thanks for your help with
everything. You went to Drexel noooo way! It must be fate Kean
Drexel transfers! You're the best.
Love ya lots, Cindy

whispered through the wall. You
are so kool ! Jules

Maverick- Bubbles rule! Waitis there a rule for this? Front Row
Maverick - You are in male
form. You scare me! 2-28-90, 791
Naked with socks. Big thighs! Front
Row

to get us through this ... stublin' in.

Julia
To Diane - Merry Christmas.
Love you, Secret Sister

Claudine - There just isn't enough
time in the day for you and I to
have a conversation! Want some
blue juice? I'm not such an ameba
anymore - am I. Always stay soba!
Thanks for watching me walk home
at 6:00 AM. Love ya, Sheri

Christine - What can I say? You
got a big mouth - but I love ya!

Maverick - I believe it's--Mattl
I don't chunk. Help! My bed's
spinning! Cemetarydigging, hangover blues, picinc on the deck.
Peanuts, Chunky style. Front Row

Audio
Love is a vision that all of us
have seen. The tenderness of your
touch shows us what it means.

Audio
To all "Concerned" Sisters of
Rho Sigma Chi - Who said we'd ,
wait till last minute? 12 AM - Hall
Mission accomplished at 10:17 and
11 :34 PM. Maybe we can top that
next spring. Thanks for encouragement. See ya at the Westwood!!
Love in Sisterhood, Who Elsen

Round and round she goes,
where she stops, nobody knows. If
she stops at your next stop, then
bone the little ho! Audio

Ed - This is our 5th Semi together! I hope it's as great as the
rest have been. I love you I Ter

To the cast of Romeo and Juliet
- "oh pitifulsight" ... It's over.
Wonderful memories of talented
people! We wowed them! Thanks
for everything! Love, The Nurse

Kevin - I love you beyond the
reason of loving. Yes I do tremble
and it is your soul thclt makes me
do so. Love from your, Juliet and

Scarlet, I've been next to you
through good & bad moments. We
shared things only sisters could
share. I'm close to you, yet so far
away. If you can guess who I am ...
your smarter than I thought. You
secret Sis. EBX

Roxanne.

200 - I'm glad to have such a
great big sister. Looking forward to
an awesome year. Love, 1855

Phil, Did you buy one of those
excellent ski team raffles yet? The
drawing is O.ecember 18 and the
first prize is $500. Better get on it.

Sigh- Did you finish you paper.
Hope so. Love, 1855

Steve Mahre
Frank - Thanks for stopping by
to see us. We'll do dinner sometime soon- now that you got paid.
Wow I never knew you woke up
with ... Anyway, see you soon. Love
ya, Cindy

Your Roomie

Jeff &Scott- Happy Birthdays!!
Hope it was a good one. Hey Scottie someday you' II be 21 & maybe
you can join us for a drink. Love
ya, Cindy

Mel - Have a good break I'll
miss you! Sorry we didn't talk all
that much Thurs. night. - but there
is always next week. Your such a
sweetie!! Love, Cindy

Mary & Angela - Only a couple
more classes with "Mother", we
can do it. Mary, a 921 can't believe
it. Hey Angela try staying the entire class! Love, Cindy

Lefty I said "Hello". I'll miss you.
Be good! Gooble! Gooble! Love,

Must one make sense to be
understood? Never! From the immortal words of audio "I drank
wet." Define "wet" in a preverted
manner. Audio

If every man were to protect
himself with a gun there would be
more lives lost. If every man were
to protect himself with a condom
there would be more lives saved.

Sheri
Kath - Have a great break. Tell

Michele -So what's it Iike being
a legal woman? Feels greatl?l I
wish I knew but I'll be out with you
soon. Thanks for always being there.
Love always, Lynn

She's infatuated111 She may be
your neighbor soon! Who cares-you're just a scared little boy anyway.

Todd - You're welcome. Julia
Laurie- Let's just do a few shots

Sheri - Every year the same
thing happens. Deadlines, deadlines. We've got to change this
system. Hey, but it keeps us on our
toes. I know we' 11 have a good
time. You'rethebestroomie. Love
ya. Lynn. P.S. We better start getting ready for next semester.

the Independent will refuse to run.
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion. The paper
disavows persona ls that do not
specifically name individual s or
groups, and disclaims any responsibili ty for • whatever inferences
readers make,_~o_P.ersonals with_1._5_

words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped throug~
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursd,)Y..
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, autho(s
,1ame and phone #. Without eithet
of these, the persona,!_will nqt run.'
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Phi Kappa Phi Offers Graduate Fellowships
The Kean College of New Jersey chapter of Phi Kappa Phi National Honor
Society is inviting applications from outstanding senior students for competitive
fellowships worth up to $7,000 for first-year graduate of professional study. Fifty of
these pretigious fellowships will be awarded nationwide. Thirty additional honorable mention awards of $500 will be made.
The criteria used in the selection process include scholastic achievement, high
standardized test scores, honors and enrichment programs, leadership and
participation in university and communtty activities, expression of study plans and
career goals, plus evaluations by faculty. Graduating seniors with superior academic and leadership records should Immediately contact the Phi Kappa Phi
representative Dr. Charles Fethe, (J-104-H, 527-2583) or Dr. Robert Metz (C316, 527-2513) for additional information. The standardized tests must be taken no
later than December.
Phi Kappa Phi, which was founded in 1897, has more than 250 chapters at
universities and colleges throughout the nation. It is the only major national
scholastic honor society which recognizes academic excellence in all disciplines.
The Fellowship Program was established in 1932 and since then has given more
than 1100 fellowship awards and 400 honorable mention awards.

Tutors Wanted
The Learning Assistance Program is seeking
qualified tutors for the Spring 1991 semester. Tutors
must have completed at least one year at Kean. We
particularly need students qualified to tutor Accounting, Business, Economics, Natural Sciences,
Math & GE courses. Interested applicants should
bring a copy of their academic transcript to Willis
100, or call 527-2272.
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Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
(Non-Denominational)
Come Fellowship With Us
Visitors are Welcome
We meet Tues. 1 :40 J-132
or call Brian at 351-1847
Attention:

Communication/

Journalism, Political Science and
Pre-Law Ma)ors and Student Leaders
Make the Nation's Capital Your
Classroom

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Non-Denominational

Washington: News Gap/la/ of the World

Dec. 30, 1990 to Jan. 12, 1991.
Leaders on Leadership
Dec.30, 1990toJan. 12, 1991
Law and Society
Jan.13toJan. 18, 1990
•EclTTl up to 3 credits in one or two
weeks
•Meet with today's leaders during
these seminars
•eombine a seminar with an internship, if desired
For more Information, contact:
Dr. Howard Rubin, 527-2069;
Bruno 820-8939

•

~
~ tq,

Visitors are W.elcome!
Meetings: Tues. 1:40 & Wed. 3:05
J-132
For info: 351-1847 Ask For Brian

There will be a Commuter Club Meeting on
Singer Wanted
Tuesday, December 11th at 1 :40 pm in the FreshFor Staff Association Xmas Party man Center
'

on Dec 13 at noon in the Alumni Lounge.
Please call Jeanne Major, 527-2098
or visit in T-119. Thank you.

Catholic Mass is Celebrated every Sunday at
7:00pm in the Alumni Lounge Downs Hall.

CLASSIFIEDSHELP WANTED
HELP WANTED: Excellent
salary, Morris Avenue office.
Part time hours flexible around
class schedule. Days, evenings
or weekends. No typing. Call
687-9821.
WANTED: Students PT/FT
Earn $3,000-$$5,000 a month
managing sales forces for
Springfield Marketing firm. Flex
hours. If you are energetic, selfmotivated and work well with
others, call Mike or John at
(201) 376-1770.
Spring Break 1991 - Indi-

vidual or student organization
needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and
valuable work experience. CALL
NOW!! Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
TEACHERS ESL-to teach

FOR SALE

RIIIIRCH PIPIRI

Best
Fundralser
campus!
Is your
fraternity,onsorority
or club interested in earning 19,278tochoosefrom -all subjects
$500.00 to $1,000.00 for a one- 1 Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or coo
week, on-campus marketing NNjjj
1
2522
project? You must be well- Or, rush $2.00 to: ReHerch Auletence
ldahoAve. #206-SN , Los Angeles. CA90025
organized and hard working. 11322Custom
research also available-al\ levels
Call Kim J. at (800) 592-2121. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,.
For Sale: Red Mazda RX?,
1983, 5 sp., AM/FM, Blk inteF
A
S
T
rior. Price: negotiable. See Pat
- Freshman Center.
FUNDRAISING

~qnq:~ ~J~~~

PROGRAM

in

$1000 just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

COME TO THE BEST
factory workers. Experience
BEACH IN FLORIDA FOR
with adults preferred. Call
SPRING BREAK· DAYTONA
Evenings 201-820-0976.
BEACH - Avoid costly room
rates
- There are a wide variety
TERM PAPERS DUE? Proof
hotel
properties to meet your
fessional typist can help! 6862733 ask for Diane. Located in needs - ask us for a recommendation!
Union.
WAKEN' BAKE!! Quality

vacations to exotic destinations
for Spring Break in Jamaica/
CancurvMargarita Island, starting at $429.00! Organize group
travel free!! Book earty and save
$30.00. Call 1-800-426-7710!
WANTED: Enthusiastic
individual or student organization to promote Spring Break
destination for 1991 . Earn
commissions, free trips and
valuable work experience. Apply
now!!!! Call Student Travel
Service at 1-800-265-1799.

Dr. Blank tacllel 11 lllllon
coa_.llte mlew. Copious
ltudJ fflllerllll, Video
caaeltl llllkHpl. Interview
collllllllng. 9Q% succea rate.

Dr. Blank 111 966-9054
OAT/OAT

FOR SALE • Car Stereo
System: Blaupunkt receiver &
E.Q., 2 Infinity speakers & 2
Kenwood Speakers - Awesom&
sounding system! $350.00 Willing to talk. Call mornings:
287-1400 ext. 5431 - ask for
TRANSPORTION: DOTS Rita
(Daytona Orlando Transit Service) offers shuttle transportaFOR SALE - Fur Coat.
tion from Daytona Beach Air- Raccoon. Full length. Size 8port and Orlando Airport to your 10. Like new. $750. or best
hotel. We also offer transpor- offer. 289-3584.
tation to your favorite attractgFOR SALE • '83 Ford Musions. Call 1-800-223-1965 for
tang. 5 spd. ps/pb, ac,. Must
information.
Sell! Best Offer. Call 351-3662.

For Classified
Info Call
355-0174

1

MISCELLANEOUS
ADOPTION • Love, security, happiness, education and
all the best to your newborn.
We are Christian childless
couple with large extended
family. PLEASE answer our
L
I&
f"d t· I
prayers.
COnEileen
I en la ·
Expenses ega
paid. Call
or

Blind Student needs reader
for Intro. to Algebra. If interested, contact, or leave a
message with Siham 745-1608.

CHILDCARE WORKER/
DRIVER. Responsible student

with car to provide chl(dcare for
9
year old boy, 2-3 afternoons/
Scott collect 201-694-3204
week. (Hours 3:30- 6:00 p.m.)
$ EXTRA INCOME$ Inter- Homework help, some driving,
national Marketing Firm has clnd childcare. Call 351-3582
openings for sales and man- evenings.
agement positions. Great pay
Disabled student needs
and benefits including tuition student with car to do errands
reinbursement. For appoint- and help food shop, will pay up
ment call Tammi - 379-9292. to $5.00 an hr. Must be dependable person. Please call
353-5440 ask for Cheri.

WANTED: Enthusiastic
individual or student organization to promote Spring Break
destination for 1991 . Earn
commissions, free trips and
vauable work experience. Apply
Now!!! Call Student Travel
Services at 1-800-265-1799.

RIDE NEEDED -from Kean
to Warren Township on Thursdays at 1:30 beginning Nov. 15
through the end of the semester. I will help you pay for gas.
Call Christine at 467-8553 and
leave a message.
HA YRIDERS - A camera
was lost on the hayride. If you
found it can you please report it
to Student Activities 527-2044.
Cash Reward! Thanks.

1

"ENTEPREN EU RIAL·
MALE STUDENT -from out
TYPES NEEDED" We are of state seeks room and board

currently looking for "6" sharp
individuals who would be interested in starting their own parttime business while attending
school. We offer an incredible
income potential and complete
training. If you think·you have
what it takes to make big money
in your own business, call our
office for a one-hour, no obligation interview. We are not a
"direct sales" company so all
personalities can do well. B&E
Associates - 351-8455, call
between 12-5pm. Ask for Bob.

in Union or surrounding area
A.SAP. 352-9503. Leave
message for Todd.
LOST: Black Cabbage Patch
Kid, female. Lost during registration. Please help a little girl
smile again. If found, please
return to E.E.O. Administration Bldg.
STUDENT NEEDS RIDE

from Springfield to Kean, MW-Th. Work with your schedule, willing to pay. Please contact: Tara (201) 376-6828.
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Point Of Information!
Do you know who your class presidents are? Did you know that there is a
student government office on campus? Come visit! Our doors are always open.

We are here for you! In the College Center next to the Pub and Grill Room.
Student Organization CC-128 - 289-6200.

Carrie Delia Class of 91
David Ellis Class of 92
Lisa Nacht Class of 93
Latesha Ramsey Class of 94

Don't Miss It!!!!!!
The Junior Class is having a Reggae Jam
Friday, December 7th
in the Pub 9p.m. - 2a.m.
Admission: $3.00 Kean Students - $4.00 Others
College ID required

Think Co-Op
For The Spring
• For:
- Those who do college teaching;
- Those in college administration;
- Those in college services (publications, academic
computing , libraries, etc.);
- Graduate students preparing for careers in
academe.
• Must have Masters degree or above;
• The dating service serves these cities and their
surrounding areas: NYC, Boston, Philadelphia,
Providence, Hartford, and Amherst;
• Owned and operated sensibly and intelligently
by peopl e with Ph.D.'s. Detailed questionnaire;
no computers .
• Privacy is protected throughout: Information is sent
in a plain envelope; your name is not disclosed
to a potential match unless you say so.
• Cost is $80.
For a packet of information, write:
Academic Companions • 8 Bristol Road
Clinton, New York 13323

If you are a Junior, Senior, or a
second-semester
sophomore you
may consider Cooperative Education. Get work experience in your
major and earn
credits!!
Contact
Ray
Ford, Director, Cooperative Education, extension 2357
or 2834, East Campus, Room 101.

Showcase '90
Some students from the Communications and Theatre department will
show their singing, dancing and acting
talents when Kean Theatre Series
presents Showcase '90 on Wednesday, December 12, at 3:05 pm in VE
Rm. 119. Showcase gives students
the opportunity to "show their stuff" the
way they want to.· Admission is free
and the college community is invited to
attend.

Physical Therapy Form
Tuesday, December 11, 1990
1 :40 - 2:55 P.M.
J-100
Pre-professional Physical therapy Majors,
as well as anyone applying for admission into
the professional phase, are invited to have
questions answered about the application
process and to hear facts about the professional phase from faculty and students.
For more information, contact Linda
Bradbury, Health Professions Academic
Advisor, 527-2030.
To any group that didn't have their announcement published in past issues. I appologize. To
make sure this does not happen again, please
send all future announcements to the Independent, attn: Managing Editor. Please send announcements at least 1-2 weeks before the event.
Thank you
Mark Vetrini
Managing Editor
Independent
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By William Stanke
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SPORTS
Cougar Iceman
By Greg Bartiromo

Delaware went on to win the
Hudson Division crown.
ICE-CHIPS- Kean stands alone
in first place in the Hudson division of the Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey Conference at 7-0-1.
Scott Morrisey did a great job filling in for the suspended goalie
Rob lmbriaco, making 18 saves vs.
Farmingdale, The Bill Forster,
Rodney Riso, Tony Tonzola line
continues to be the workhorses on
the club while Forster and Joey
Griffo lead the club in scoring.
NEXT GAME: Monday 12/10,
vs. Delaware, 8:30, Warinaco Park.
Come out and support the Cougars! I

The Kean College Hockey Tearn
improved it's record to 7-0-1 and
continued the unbeaten streak this
week with a tie and two victories
against two tough opponents. Last
Monday night a powerful Wagner
squad came to Warinanco with
hopes of breaking the Cougars string.
A tie was the last thing on Kean's
mind as they jumped out to a 4-1
lead on goals by Jeff O'Donnell,
Bill Underwood, Joe Griffo, and
Bill Forster. The Seahawks of
Wagner then stormed back with
three quick goals to tie the match
at 4-4. A short time into the third
period Scott Palfreyman put the
Cougars back on top with a slap
shot past the outstretched Wagner
goalie Ed Bennett. Shortly after
Palfreyman's goal, Joe Pia of Wagner
beat Kean goalkee~r Rob lmbriaco to tie the score up once again.
The game would end a 5-5 tie as a
fight broke out on the ice and the
referee decided to end the
game.Suspensions were given out
by the league and Kean could be
hurt by the three game suspension
of All-Star goalie lmbriaco, for
leaving his goal crease during the
altercation.
The next match was an away
game against Farmingdale on Long
Island. Earlier this eason Kean edged
Farmingdale 6-5, and again would
win a close game 4-2. The scoring
was opened by Kean's Anthony
Pikul, who scored on a pass from
Bob Way and Dave Newsham at
5:44 of the first period. Rich
Domanico's goal put the Cougars
up 2-0; the assists went to Joe
Griffo and Alan Milstein. After
Farmingdale's Brett Moen put them
on the board, Bill Forster scored
what proved to be the game winning goal at 1 :02 of the third period . Jeff McKeon then scored an
empty net goal at 19:10 of the third
to ice the victory for the Cougar's.
The second Kean win of the
week came on a forfeit victory to
N.Y.U. on Monday Night, as they
failed to show up for the 8:30 start.
Kean will be avenging two losses
to Delaware County College from
last season, which they lost both
games by one goal; 2-1 and 4-3.

Cougars
Icemen
Win-Eth

By William C. Frey

Behind a solid checking and
scoring effort the Kean College ice
hockey team ran their record to 50witha6-5vi'ctoryovertheSUNY
Farmingdale Rams on Monday the
19th at Warinanco Park.
Kean took a 1-0 lead in the 1st
period an a goal by Rich Dornoninco
who was set up by Joe Griffo. After
Farmingdale tied it, Mike Signorella
on an assist from Dave Newshum
gave Kean the lead with a goal
before the end of the period.
In the 2nd period Kean erupted
for three goals by Manny Matos,
and two by Brian Thornton, assists
were dished out by Griffo, Anthony Tonzola, Bill Forster, and
Rodney
Riso.
However,
Farmingdale also contributed to
the scoring as they added two goals
of their own to close within 5-3 as
the second period expired.
In the 3rd, Joe Griffo capped
the scoring for the Cougars with
what proved to be the game winning goal, Farmingdale added two
more goals, but could get no closer
as Kean wound up with a well
deserved 6-5 victory.
The next opponent for Kean is
WagneratWarinancoParkat8:30
on the 26th.

The Co-Rec Volleyball League has begun In earnest at the
East Campus faclllty. Ten teams representing various and
diverse student groups are participating In the activity.
Under the direction of the department of lntramu rat-Recreational Sports, the games are being played on Monday nights
beginning at 7:30 p.m. In the lower gymnasium. Each team
consists of six players, both men and women, and are guided
by rules of the National lntravural/Recreatlon Sports Association.
As of November 25, the following teams and records are as
follows:
1) No more Pasto
2) Marleys
3) Animals
4) Sigma Beta Tau
5) The Pros
6) The Hit Men
7) 69ers
8) The Vagus Nerve
9) Sigma Theta Chi

Wins

Losses

1
1
2
1

0
0

0
0

2
2

2

0

1
1

0

2

1

0

Students and supporters are urged to come out and support their teams!

URGENT!
Kean College students ... We need you!
The Kean College Concert Band is looking for
new members. If you play a wind instrument
please sign up.
Concert Band will meet at 3:05 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays during the Spring Semester. You are cordially invited to be a member.

Sports Photographers
Needed

Fall Sports Honorees
Team Honors - Soccer - NJAC Champions NCAA Regional Finalists

Volleyball - NJAC Champions
Women's Soccer - NCAA Tournament

Field Hockey Al I Conference
First Team - Dee Kelleher - Goaltender
Cheryl Bullock - Mldfield
All Region First Team - Dee Kelleher
All American Second Team - Dee Kelleher

Women's Tennis
First Team All Converence at First Singles - Lucis Drumgould
First Team All Conference Second Doubles - Lisa Dragon - Lucia Drumgould
Conference Player of the Year: Lucia Drumgould

Men's Soccer
Conference Player of the Year: Garg Bajek
Conference Rookie of the Year: Fred Guiran
First Team All Conference:
Greg Bajek, Forward Fred Guiran, Forward
Kevin East, Goaltender Theo Allotey, Back John Napoli, Midfield
Second Team All Conference:
Tom Acton, Back Pascal Clerigo, Forward Jacques Gonzales, Midfield
First Team All Region: Greg Bajek
Second Team All Region: Fred Guiran
Third Team All Region: Tom Acton

Football
First Team All Cbnference:
Mike Montalbano, Linebacker Tyrone Mason, Defensive Line
Second Team All Conference:

----- ,________

Mike Leonard, Linebacker Rodeny Bond, Running Back

VolleyBall
Conference Player of the Year: Michelle Kirkland
Conference Coach of the Year: M. Bridgit White
First Team All Conference: Lucy Crespo, Michelle Kirkland, Sue Bishop

Players Of T~e Week
MALE ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
Frank Croce, Wrestler, 3-0 and 1
for week. Defeating Princeton, New
York University & Manhatten Col-

lege. Tieing nationally ranked
division 1 wrestler from Drexel, 90 and 2 for season.
FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE
WEEK: Amy Bowen, Swimmer. 4 -

1st place finishes in victory over ·
Iona. 3 - 1st place finishes and 1 2nd plate finish in victory over St.
Elizabeth's.

Bench-A-Thon 90
Tuesday, Dec. 11 1 :40 College hour
East Campus Weight Room
Weight Classes:
Under 125 lbs.
165 - 180 lbs
126-140 lbs
181-200 lbs.
141-164 lbs
201- 225 lb.s
226 - Over

Sign up sheets in Rm. #122 East Campus
All participant will receive T-shirts & Prizes awarded to winners!
$5 Entry Fee
More info - 527-2229
Weight room will be closed during this event!

Help Wanted Spring Semester 1991
*Lifeguards (Current advanced lifesaving certificate)
• Area Attendants ( Weight Room & Gymnasium)
*Fitness Supervisor *Aerobic Instructors
• Aquatic Aerobic Instructors • Artists
*Intramural Referees/Scorers/Timers
*Evening Supervisors (Must have some recreation knowledge)
*Week-End Superviso·rs (Must have some recreation knowledge)
*Office Workers
Applications will be available in the East Campus Room 122 - 12115/90 through 12121/90 only

